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INTRODUCTION 

The progress of automated production, and its implications for human labour 

and employment, are topics of daily coverage in today’s media. Automation 

presents serious social, economic, and political challenges. It also presents 

challenges to many political philosophical theories. I examine one such theory 

– Robert Nozick’s libertarian “entitlement theory”, as presented in Anarchy, 

State, and Utopia (ASU). 

I argue that the Nozick’s theory is plausible only insofar as certain social 

conditions hold. Chief among these conditions is the widespread availability of 

employment opportunity. Employment opportunities allow non-owners to come 

to own property and thereby improve their own lives. When such opportunities 

are absent, however, the entitlement theory effectively denies non-owners the 

possibility to develop and pursue their rational life-plans. Absent widespread 

employment opportunities, a society governed by Nozick’s theory would not 

only produce outcomes that seem unacceptable, but would also contradict 

Nozick’s explicit motivations for adopting his theory in the first place. 

To explore this argument, I consider a hypothetical Nozickian society – 

Technozickia – in which production is fully automated. Technozickia allows us 

to pursue two parallel tasks: first, we can test the suitability of Nozick’s theory 

as a foundation for societies with high or fully automated production; second, it 

allows us to examine the entitlement theory in its purest form, isolated from 

the contingent feature of employment opportunity. I argue that in Technozickia 

those without property are subject to what I call “the proviso trap”: Nozick’s 

theory requires non-owners to be compensated for exclusion from private 
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property, but this compensation is insufficient to allow them to improve their 

own situations. The proviso trap is a consequence of the entitlement theory’s 

“historical” character which makes people’s holdings depend purely on facts 

about the past. The combination of these historical facts strongly limits, and 

even inhibits, living individuals’ ability to shape their own lives. 

I proceed as follows. Chapter 1 describes Nozick’s theory. I outline his 

conception of rights as side-constraints, grounded in the Kantian principle of 

treating people as ends. These extend to private property rights, justified by 

individuals’ capacities to form and pursue life-plans. I outline the entitlement 

theory’s components, including justice in transfer, by which individual choices 

legitimise the full transmission of property rights between individuals, and the 

proviso, which requires compensation to individuals made worse-off by 

private-propertied society’s existence. 

Chapter 2 examines how the entitlement theory relates goods-production to 

distribution. I survey two arguments made by Nozick. The first argument 

claims that individuals’ rights over goods are grounded in their contributions to 

producing those goods, rendering goods-distribution by “end-state principles” 

(such as equality, merit, or need) illegitimate. The second argument claims 

that such principles are unnecessary: Nozickian societies produce “public 

benefits” that encourage goods-production and make goods accessible. The 

most important public benefit is employment opportunity, which allows non-

owners to participate in production and thereby come to own property. I argue 

that any plausibility Nozick’s theory possesses depends on the widespread 

availability of employment opportunities. 
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Chapter 3 introduces Technozickia. In Technozickia, automation removes the 

possibility of employment, making those without property eligible to receive 

proviso compensation. However, the proviso, I argue, provides inadequate 

compensation for recipients to formulate plans and lift themselves above the 

compensation level. I call this situation “the proviso trap”. The resulting society 

is divided into two near-permanent inter-generational classes of owners and 

non-owners. I identify the proviso and justice in transfer as the key entitlement 

theory components contributing to the proviso trap. Through these, the 

entitlement theory imposes past facts on present people: the proviso, by 

setting non-owners’ welfare-level to that of non-propertied society; and justice 

in transfer, by determining from past people’s choices who is to be an owner 

and who not. These two components, then, form the basis for challenging the 

entitlement theory’s assumptions and logic. 

Chapter 4 focuses on the proviso. Unlike in Nozick’s envisaged libertarian 

society, some Technozickians are worse off than they would be in non-

propertied society. Proviso compensation is therefore required and must be 

institutionalised. However, I argue, Nozick’s proviso specification produces 

ambiguous and divergent compensation levels dependent on arbitrary facts 

about non-propertied society. I conclude that setting proviso compensation 

against non-propertied society is morally arbitrary and anachronistic. To 

correctly capture the compensation requirement, the proviso’s baseline level 

should reflect a society’s current development level. 

Chapter 5 focuses on justice in transfer. I examine incomes derived from 

charity, bequeathal, and production. I claim that: charity is an inappropriate 
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solution to the proviso trap; unlimited bequeathal unacceptably allows some 

individuals to determine the owner-class’s ongoing membership; and the two 

grounds that Nozick appeals to in justifying full rights over production incomes 

– productive labour and life-planning – provide inadequate justification in 

Technozickia. I conclude by arguing that justice cannot simply be a matter of 

history, but must also account for present circumstances. 

Chapter 6 considers “Early-Technozickia” - a society in which Technozickia’s 

full-automation assumption is relaxed. This society has much in common with 

our present-day world. I generalise the conclusions derived from examining 

Technozickia, incorporating considerations that apply under conditions of 

moderate automation where employment opportunities still exist. I then re-

assess the original assumption that Nozickian societies could become fully 

automated. I argue that, rather than becoming so, the entitlement theory’s 

incentives may inhibit desirable technological development, create 

unnecessary labour, produce economic instability, or lead to social dissent. 

Chapter 7 revisits Nozick’s foundational motivations. I argue that, due to its 

emphasis on historical facts, and the failure to secure for each person the 

means to autonomously shape their own lives, his theory fails to reflect those 

motivations and does not respect all individuals as ends in themselves. 

The concluding chapter reviews my argument before reflecting on why it 

matters. I argue two things here. First, by outlining current predictions about 

automation, I show that automation poses a significant and immediate 

challenge to our societies. I then suggest that similarities between Nozick’s 
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theory and the prevailing way of thinking about employment and ownership 

make this discussion relevant to our evolving world. 
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1. SIDE-CONSTRAINTS, PROPERTY, AND 

ENTITLEMENT 

This chapter establishes the landscape of Nozick’s theory. I begin by laying 

out Nozick’s rights-theory and its foundations. I then examine its extension to 

property rights, before describing the core elements of his entitlement theory. 

THE FOUNDATION OF RIGHTS 

Nozick introduces his theory of rights by declaring that “Individuals have rights, 

and there are things no person or group may do to them (without violating their 

rights)” (Nozick, 1974, p. ix). Individuals have negative “side-constraints” rights 

against physical aggression (p. 32), which limit what others may do with 

respect to them (p. 29).  

Nozick bases his conception of rights as side-constraints on the second 

formulation of Kant’s categorical imperative, “that individuals are ends and not 

merely means; they may not be sacrificed or used for the achieving of other 

ends without their consent” (pp. 30-1). Side-constraints reflect a person’s 

inviolability, expressing “the fact that others may not be used in the specific 

ways the side constraint excludes” (p. 32). Respecting persons as ends in 

themselves entails respecting their separate existence, acknowledging that 

there are “distinct individuals, each with his own life to lead” (p. 34). There is 

no “overall social good”, no “social entity”, for which an individual’s rights may 

be violated: doing so uses a person as a means, which “uses him and benefits 

the others. Nothing more” (pp. 32-3). Nozick’s rights are natural, pre-political 

rights that also set the limits of state activity: only rights voluntarily transferred 

by individuals to government can be held by the state. This constrains which 
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governmental institutions can be permissibly brought about and sustained (pp. 

6, 118). 

Nozick believes that these rights follow from individuals: having “free will, and 

moral agency”; being not merely responsive to immediate stimuli; having the 

capacities to govern their own behaviour according to principles, and to 

formulate and pursue life- plans “in accordance with some overall conception 

[a person] chooses to accept” (p. 49).1 These capacities, Nozick conjectures, 

relate to “that elusive and difficult notion: the meaning of life” (p. 50): people 

give their lives meaning by shaping them according to plans they conceive 

and strive to achieve. Respecting a person means respecting their agency; to 

“care about and respect at least the bare fact that she has goals, ambitions, 

and projects” (Sanders, 2002, pp. 41-43). 

While Nozick says little in ASU about the relationship between rights and 

broader morality, his later writings are more expansive (Nozick, 1981, pp. 498-

504). Respecting others’ moral characteristics requires us to be responsive to 

people in certain ways. But rights do not exhaust morality. Rights are special 

moral obligations that we can enforce or demand. Not all moral obligations are 

so characterised and do not qualify as rights. Enforcing some kinds of moral 

behaviour may be inappropriate or even counterproductive. It may, for 

instance, be morally wrong to not help a nearby injured person, but we may 

think it wrong to force someone to do so (Wolff, 1991, pp. 12, 23). Rights 

define the most fundamental realm of autonomy. Within their bounds, we not 

only pursue our plans, but also discover and follow our conceptions of what it 

                                                 
1 In the language adopted in Nozick’s later work, such a person is a value-seeking 
individual or self (Nozick, 1981, pp. 500-1) 
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means to lead moral lives. The space of rights allows us to find and enact 

“higher and more refined moral notions” than those embodied in rights alone 

(Nozick, 1981, p. 503).  

PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Beyond basic rights in their person (which I shall call personal rights), Nozick 

affirms that people hold equally strong rights over things in the external world 

(which I shall simply call property rights).2 A property right grants its holder the 

power to control what happens to and is done with a thing (Nozick, 1974, p. 

171). Property right-holders “determine which of a specified range of 

admissible options concerning something will be realized” (pp. 281-2). 

Nozickian property rights are permanent and complete rights over things, 

allowing the holder to use, destroy, transfer by gift, exchange, or bequeath, or 

otherwise benefit from the thing in question. They encompass physical goods, 

as well as intangible property created through contracts, business ownership, 

and so forth.3 

Nozickian property rights are both as strong as personal rights and are subject 

to the same considerations. Both are alienable, as indicated by his examples 

of transferring personal rights partially (pp. 282-3), or, in the case of voluntary 

                                                 
2 It is common in discussions of Nozick (and in Lockean theory more broadly) to use 
the term “property” to denote both what I call personal rights and property rights. 
Nozick believes the two to be functionally equivalent (see below on self-ownership). 
Because the distinction between them is important I will use the terms indicated. 
3 It is unclear how intangible property can be made consistent with Nozick’s definition 
on p. 171. He has a limited notion of how property rights can be conceptualised as 
separable bundles of rights, and how this may affect determining control, even though 
he admits that such a thing is possible (Nozick, 1974, p. 282). It is not clear, for 
instance, who “owns” a contract, and the terms of a contract may preclude 
transmissibility by the parties (as is typically the case in a labour contract – an 
employee cannot transfer their employment to their friends or family members). See 
Ryan (1982, pp. 329-30) for a discussion of this problem. 
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slavery, in full (p. 331). Nozick’s likening of enforced wealth-redistribution to 

enforced body-part redistribution (p. 206) further suggests that both kinds of 

rights describe similar moral boundaries. 

Nozick offers no explicit account of why we have property rights nor why they 

are as strong as personal rights; he appears to think that they are just more of 

the same kinds of rights.4 His ambiguity regarding what justifies property rights 

has left his interpreters the task of reconstructing the best possible account 

from other parts of his argument. The account that I adopt here, and the one I 

find the most plausible, links property rights to Nozick’s arguments about 

meaningful lives and the pursuit of life-plans (Scheffler, 1982, p. 158; Wolff, 

1991, p. 29; Sanders, 2002).5 Respecting a person entails respecting their life-

                                                 
4 This is discussed by a number of interpreters (Waldron, 1988, p. 254; Sanders, 
2002, p. 34; Scheffler, 1982, p. 149; Nagel, 1982, pp. 192-3; Wolff, 1991, pp. 2, 22). It 
is not a trivial point. Nozick argues for the impermissibility of taxation, wealth 
redistribution, and enforceable duties to assist others – conclusions he reaches from 
his conception of property rights. Other conceptions of property rights make private 
property conditional on the performance of social duties, and in these accounts such 
conclusions do not follow (O'Neill, 1982, pp. 305-6; Simmons, 1992, p. 323; Parijs, 
1995, p. 13). (Notably, Nozick’s point of departure, Locke’s theory of property does, on 
most accounts, attach social obligations to ownership, which Nozick wants to rule out). 
Without demonstrating that his conception of property rights is correct, his conclusions 
might be no more plausible than those accounts he rejects (Ryan, 1982, pp. 328, 330-
332; O'Neill, 1982, pp. 308-9; Vallentyne, 2011, p. 155; Sreenivasan, 1995, p. 129; 
Fried, 2005, pp. 246-7). Nozick’s argument against personal aggression does not in 
itself establish property rights of the kind he needs for his argument: for non-
aggression against property to have any meaning, property rights must first be 
established. Moreover, while personal rights are naturally limited to the boundaries of 
people themselves, property rights extend these boundaries into our entire shared 
material environment, potentially making them much more demanding. 
5 I reject two other popular accounts. The first is the “liberty account”. This emphasises 
the apparent link in ASU between individual liberty and property rights, for example in 
Nozick’s discussion about how “liberty upsets patterns” (Ryan, 1982, pp. 323-6; Dick, 
1975, p. 255; Nozick, 1974, p. 160). Liberty, in this sense, is the liberty to do what one 
wishes with what is theirs. But in order to claim this, it is necessary to first show that it 
is, in fact, theirs. Likewise, to understand which acts constitute interferences with 
liberty we must first have an account of the rights that shape the space of liberty 
(Ryan, 1982, pp. 324-8; Vallentyne, 2011, p. 151; Hodson, 1977, p. 224; Scanlon, 
1982, p. 124). Appealing to liberty to justify property rights, then, risks circularity 
(Sreenivasan, 1995, p. 129; Wolff, 1991, pp. 3-4). The second account is the “self-
ownership account”: we own our abilities, and are entitled to the benefits they 
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plans, and hence respecting their personal rights (Sanders, 2002, p. 36). But 

pursuing life-plans requires two further things: material resources and a zone 

of autonomy (or non-interference) (Sanders, 2002, pp. 41, 44-5; Nozick, 1981, 

p. 501). In the life-planning account, private property promotes these ends by 

securing the use of materials used in those plans (Simmons, 1992, pp. 53, 

274-5; Sanders, 2002). Less-than-full property rights fail to fully respect a 

person’s projects: seizing someone’s property jeopardises their plans, 

demonstrating a lack of respect for them.6 Furthermore, Nozick might argue, 

making people’s possession of property rights conditional on their discharging 

obligations to others may infantilize those others, treating them not as self-

makers but as dependants (Wolff, 1991, p. 33). 

Nozick’s account extends to how individuals’ pursuits interweave. By 

cooperatively engaging in transfers with others, the overall distribution of 

resources reflects our own meanings. Our economic activities reflect our plans 

and reasons, embodying for each person “what cause he thinks he’s serving, 

what goals he thinks he’s helping to achieve”. The resulting property 

distribution is “defensible when constituted by the individual aims of individual 

                                                 
produce. Furthermore, the proper exercise of our abilities can create equally strong 
and potentially unlimited claims to external resources (Cohen, 1986, pp. 77-8; Otsuka, 
2009, pp. 11-12; Arneson, 2011, pp. 23-4; Wolff, 1991, p. 7; Cohen, 1985, pp. 89-90). 
Disallowing me the benefits of my (self-owned) capacities makes their exercise 
worthless, and thus does not sufficiently respect me as a person (Waldron, 1988, p. 
401). Such an argument may hint at why Nozick believes productive contribution and 
distribution to be importantly related (I return to this in chapter 2). But this, again, 
presupposes that I am entitled to exercise my capacities on these (but not those) 
resources. Nor does it explain why benefits from ownership not received as an 
exercise of my capacities (by gift, or inheritance, or passively as interest on savings, 
or dividends, for instance) should create equally strong rights. 
6 This line of argument is vulnerable to the objection that ownership, while important to 
control, has important and possibly negative effects on others, and so the reason does 
not necessarily justify Nozickian property rights in the desired way (Scanlon, 1982, p. 
116). Because my purpose is to reconstruct what Nozick might have thought, I set this 
line of response aside. 
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transactions” (Nozick, 1974, p. 159). I take this to mean, among other things, 

that activities like voluntary charity better reflect our moral nature than, say, 

enforced redistribution. 

THE ENTITLEMENT THEORY 

I have outlined Nozick’s general rights-theory and its extension to property 

rights. I now turn to his entitlement theory. 

People have holdings, where “holdings” refers to the things over which they 

have rights (p. 150). This should be understood to include both property and 

personal rights.7 The justice of holdings is governed by the entitlement theory, 

for which Nozick offers the following definition (p. 151): 

1. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of 

justice in acquisition is entitled to that holding. 

2. A person who acquires a holding in accordance with the principle of 

justice in transfer, from someone else entitled to the holding, is entitled 

to the holding. 

3. No one is entitled to a holding except by (repeated) applications of 1 

and 2. 

This definition provides an inductive procedure against which to determine 

whether a property distribution is just. A distribution is just if all holdings in it 

                                                 
7 Nozick does not make this point clear. His discussion of the entitlement theory is 
primarily aimed against wealth redistribution. However, this is mixed in with examples 
of productive contribution, by labour for instance, and of transfers of other personal 
rights. The only way to make sense of this, and of his examples involving the 
transferability of personal rights, is to read holdings as incorporating rights over both 
kinds. If I voluntarily transfer to you a right in some aspect of myself, you are entitled 
to that “holding” as much as if I had transferred to you my car. 
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are just. Justice is preserved, in analogy to the rules of inference, by moving 

from one just distribution to another by any of the means specified in the 

definition. Differential entitlements are just, provided they are arrived at justly. 

Conversely, injustices arise when the theory’s principles are violated. 

Consequently, the justice of a distribution is historical, purely a matter of what 

has actually happened (pp. 151-5). 

I now outline the components of this theory, with some additional 

considerations required for completeness. 

JUSTICE IN ACQUISITION 

The principle of justice in acquisition (or “appropriation”) specifies “how unheld 

things may come to be held” (p. 150).8 It determines the processes by which 

unowned things in the world can become a person’s private property.  

Nozick leaves this principle’s content entirely unspecified.9 Since the specific 

content of justice in acquisition is unimportant to my argument, I set this 

problem aside. Without knowing its specifics, we can still extract the principle’s 

                                                 
8 Following the broader Lockean property literature, I will favour the term 
“appropriation” over “acquisition” except for when referring to the principle of justice in 
acquisition directly. 
9 This is a surprising omission given that acquisition defines the necessary first step in 
property ownership, without which no property can be owned; moreover, a principle 
that generates less than the full property rights which Nozick claims would have 
radical implications for his entire theory (Cohen, 1985, pp. 91-2; O'Neill, 1982, pp. 
310-12, 316). Nozick devotes considerable space to critiquing John Locke’s “labour-
mixing” theory of appropriation in which something in nature comes to be owned by 
mixing one’s labour with it, and apparently rejects it as a candidate principle of 
acquisition (Nozick, 1974, pp. 174-5; Waldron, 1988, pp. 254-5). Despite this, some 
take Nozick to tacitly endorse Locke’s theory or something very similar to it, on the 
basis of implicit appeals to labour elsewhere, the self-ownership thesis, or simply the 
lack of presentation of an alternative (O'Neill, 1982, p. 311; Simmons, 1992, p. 321; 
Fried, 1995, p. 227; Sreenivasan, 1995, p. 124; Plant, 2010, p. 99). Others argue that 
the principle embodies any action that leaves others no worse off (Cohen, 1985, pp. 
93-4; Singer, 1982, p. 41). 
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key characteristics and implications. First, appropriations are unilateral acts 

and the only part of Nozick’s theory not based on consent.10 Second, acts of 

appropriation create enduring, significant, and potentially onerous moral 

obligations for others (Waldron, 1988, pp. 258-70). I return to this in discussing 

the proviso, below. 

JUSTICE IN TRANSFER 

The principle of justice in transfer specifies the legitimate means by which 

holdings may be transferred from one person to another (along with how a 

holding may be legitimately returned to an unowned state) (Nozick, 1974, p. 

150). Like justice in acquisition, Nozick does not explicitly specify its content, 

however his numerous examples allow us to infer what he has in mind. 

Legitimate forms of transfer include gifts, charitable donations, bequests, 

inheritances, market exchanges, gambling proceeds, interest and other 

returns on investments (Nozick, 1974, pp. 157-8; Fried, 1995, p. 229; 

Waldron, 1988, p. 258). Illegitimate acts include theft, fraud, and (involuntary) 

slavery (Nozick, 1974, p. 152; Waldron, 1988, p. 258). Legitimate acts are 

distinguished from illegitimate acts by the presence of consent, both of 

transferrer and transferee.11 

THE PRINCIPLE OF RECTIFICATION 

An additional principle, introduced after his definition, is the principle of 

rectification. This specifies processes for addressing past injustices that have 

                                                 
10 This unilateral character of appropriation without consent rules out, for instance, an 
initial egalitarian division of an unowned world. While Nozick’s examples feature such 
initial distributions (for instance, in his Wilt Chamberlain example) he does not intend 
them to act as principles of acquisition (Waldron, 1988, p. 263; Nozick, 1974, pp. 160-
1). 
11 Nozick omits the necessity of transferee consent, but surely intends it (Vallentyne, 
2011, p. 162) 
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influenced current holdings. Nozick acknowledges the difficulty, and often 

impossibility, of determining what current holdings would be if injustices were 

corrected. The principle is, again, largely unspecified, but Nozick suggests that 

it might combine known historical information with the “best estimate of 

subjunctive information about what would have occurred” to generate a set of 

current just holdings (p. 152). 

PERSONAL RIGHTS 

One further addition to the original definition is required to account for 

“holdings” that we have in ourselves. Nozickian personal and property rights 

are functionally equivalent. Since personal rights are never “unheld”, they are 

not the proper subject of justice in acquisition. Rather, they come attached to 

us, or originate in us, even if they can later become attached to others.12 They 

must, therefore, be introduced into the inductive process so that they can 

become the subject of justice in transfer. We might state this something like: 

1a) A person that originates holdings in themselves is entitled to that 

holding. 

With this addition, justice in transfer can encompass transfers of personal 

rights, such as those created when engaging in contracts. 

                                                 
12 In Nozick’s account, we naturally have very broad rights over ourselves (to not be 
aggressed against, for instance). But for the purpose of transfers, I envisage a more 
ad hoc process where, by partitioning our totality of personal rights, we “create” ex 
nihilo specific claims against ourselves that can be held by others – e.g., making 
available our labour under certain conditions in return for pay, rights over future 
earnings, selling or renting some part of my skin for use by advertisers, or the kind of 
specific rights Nozick describes in ASU Chapter 9 (Nozick, 1974, pp. 282-3).  
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THE PROVISO 

Finally, Nozick introduces the “Lockean proviso”, which places additional 

limitations on what the entitlement theory permits. The proviso is best 

understood as not one but two different provisos, each with its own rationale. 

The first addresses the moral consequences of appropriation. The second 

deals with ownership of critical resources.13  

The first proviso, “the compensation proviso”, addresses how appropriation 

changes moral relations.14 While a resource is unowned, any person may 

freely access and use it. Once appropriated, only the owner may do so. Non-

owners are no longer free to access the resource, nor may they appropriate it 

for themselves. Appropriation, therefore, makes others worse off: 

appropriations create for all but the appropriator a new obligation to not 

access, utilise, or interfere with the appropriated object (except with the 

appropriator’s consent). 

This may be unproblematic while other unowned resources remain available 

for appropriation. But eventually the pool of unowned resources will be 

exhausted. Nozick argues that if appropriation is conditional on preserving 

appropriation opportunities for others then the final appropriation is illegitimate. 

Recursively, this renders all previous appropriations illegitimate, a 

consequence he rejects (Nozick, 1974, p. 176). Rather, he argues, 

appropriation is permissible so long as it does not worsen the welfare of 

                                                 
13 Nozick presents both provisos as a single concept, with the same discussion 
intermingling concerns of each. He gives no indication (nor shows any awareness) 
that they are logically distinct, nor how (or if) they relate to each other. Nevertheless, 
the distinction is an important, and under-appreciated one. 
14 Thanks to Christian Barry for suggesting the names for my separation of the 
proviso. 
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others. Non-worsening is possible because owners can compensate non-

owners from the surpluses resulting from ownership, returning non-owners to 

their pre-appropriation level of welfare (Nozick, 1974, pp. 175-9; O'Neill, 1982, 

pp. 313-14; Sreenivasan, 1995, pp. 112-13, 122-3, 131-2). 

This proviso’s baseline, against which worsening is measured, can be 

understood in one of two ways: 

- The “soft” interpretation - a level of well-being typical of non-propertied 

society (perhaps a basic subsistence level). 

- The “hard” interpretation - a chance to survive no worse than in non-

propertied society. 

The “hard” interpretation appears closest to what Nozick says elsewhere 

(Cohen, 1985, p. 100; Held, 1976, p. 172; Waldron, 1988, p. 216; Wolff, 1991, 

p. 111).15 Uniquely in Nozick’s theory, this proviso appears to impose positive 

duties on owners, claimable by non-owners. However, while Nozick justifies 

acquisition by the possibility of owners compensating non-owners, he does not 

envisage owners directly compensating non-owners in practice. Rather, he 

expects that the general “benefits of civilization” resulting from propertied-

society will suffice to ensure that people’s situations are not worsened (Nozick, 

1974, pp. 177, 178-9n*; Scanlon, 1982, p. 109; Wolff, 1991, p. 109; Plant, 

2010, p. 101). Thus, while this proviso imposes a formal constraint on 

                                                 
15 Nozick writes, for instance, that “At most, a right to life would be a right to have or 
strive for whatever one needs to live, provided that having it does not violate anyone 
else’s rights.” (Nozick, 1974, p. 179 n*) 
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ownership, it does not limit ownership in practice, nor does it require any 

action by the state. 

The second proviso, “the constraining proviso”, addresses ownership of critical 

resources.16 Whereas the consequences of appropriation motivate the 

compensation proviso, this proviso is motivated by certain patterns of 

ownership, regardless of how they arise. No individual may come to own all of 

some critical resource, whether by appropriation, transfer, or by natural 

accident. This proviso imposes limits on appropriations and transfers. Should 

someone nevertheless come to monopolise a critical resource, it limits how 

they may use it.17 Again, Nozick believes that this proviso is unlikely to have 

any practical implications (Nozick, 1974, pp. 179-82). He explains neither why 

this proviso is necessary, nor why the compensation required in the first 

proviso is an inadequate solution.18 My arguments do not use this proviso, so I 

                                                 
16 Nozick uses the term “something necessary for life” here (Nozick, 1974, p. 179), 
although it is not clear that this covers all that he intends. It is possible that he also 
intends this to account for cases where another’s use of property somehow entraps a 
person. He gives an example of someone using their property rights over roads or 
walls to surround another, blocking their exit. He suggests this is handled by the 
proviso but does not address it in his discussion of the proviso (Nozick, 1974, p. 55n). 
17 Nozick is ambiguous on whether it is in fact permissible to have such monopoly 
ownership. He seems to suggest both that they should not come to have such 
ownership and that, if they do, they are limited in what they can do with such a holding 
(Nozick, 1974, pp. 179-80). 
18 Some have suggested that Nozick quietly introduces a patterned component into his 
theory of the kind that he elsewhere rejects (Wolff, 1991, pp. 111-12; Kuflik, 1982; 
Hodson, 1977, p. 225). One might think that Nozick is concerned about people being 
denied access to important resources. But this is equally true in situations not included 
under this proviso, such as dispersedly owned goods (like food) which a person 
cannot afford. If Nozick’s motivation here is an appeal to need, then this conflicts with 
his overall approach. Nozick might here be assuming a link between dispersed 
ownership and accessibility but this is an insufficient explanation: dispersed ownership 
itself is inadequate to create access. Moreover, any concern with accessibility evinces 
concern for the claims of non-owners that he does not express elsewhere. 
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leave this unresolved. All further references to “the proviso” will be to the 

compensation proviso. 

These, then, are the structural components of Nozick’s theory of rights and 

property. We now turn to how these components relate distribution to goods-

production and labour in Nozickian society. 
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2. PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION 

Having explained the central features of Nozick’s theory of rights, I now 

examine how it relates production to distribution. I begin by describing “end-

state principles” - a family of distributional principles which Nozick rejects. He 

provides two arguments against end-state principles. The first, directly 

reflecting his rights-theory, argues that distribution according to end-state 

principles is impermissible. Rights over goods originate in their production, 

with further distribution following only from voluntary transfers by rights-

holders: any other transfer of goods violates rights. The second argument 

claims that end-state principles are unnecessary: a market system that 

operates pursuant to the entitlement theory creates benefits, both private and 

public, which generate conditions of general affluence and opportunity. The 

most important such benefit is employment opportunity, which I examine 

separately. The concluding section argues that the second argument, while 

empirically contingent, underpins several of Nozick’s important claims. These 

claims rely on assuming available employment opportunities, making 

employment opportunity essential to Nozick’s theory. 

END-STATE DISTRIBUTIVE PRINCIPLES 

The justice of a distribution, Nozick argues, is historical: “whether a distribution 

is just depends upon how it came about” (Nozick, 1974, p. 153). Nozick 

contrasts historical distributions with structurally-based distributive principles. 

Examples include: utilitarianism, in which resources are distributed to 

maximise utility; egalitarianism, where each person has an equal share of 

resources; and any principle that allocates resources according to dimensions 

such as moral merit, usefulness, or need (pp. 154-60). Nozick describes all 
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such principles as “end-state principles”. Particularly important are end-state 

principles which imbue individuals with rights that guarantee access to goods 

or promote certain states of being; for instance, rights to education, 

healthcare, or employment. Such rights carry what I call “duties of provision” – 

enforceable obligations on others to ensure their fulfilment. 

Nozick rejects all end-state distributive principles. He offers two arguments 

against them. The first argument rules that end-state principles are 

impermissible. The second claims that end-state principles are unnecessary. I 

discuss each argument in turn. 

THE FIRST ARGUMENT 

Nozick’s first argument claims that distribution according to end-state 

principles is impermissible. This argument follows directly from his theory of 

rights and the entitlement theory. 

In Nozick’s conception of rights, people may have rights over things, but not 

“rights to various things” (p. 238). What does he mean by this? Nozickian 

rights are rights over particular things, granting right-holders control over the 

thing referred to by the right. End-state principles, by contrast, entail rights to 

things, entitling individuals to have certain things or to “be in a certain material 

condition” (p. 238). Fulfilling such “rights-to” requires resources or actions, but 

since others already hold rights over these, their rights would need to be 

violated (pp. 149-50, 166, 235, 238). Rights-over preclude rights-to because 

the “particular rights over things fill the space of rights” (p. 238). Hence, rights-

to are impermissible and, since end-state principles entail such rights, they are 

also impermissible (pp. 153, 167-72). The only way for individuals to have 
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certain things or be in certain states is to reach agreement with the rights-

holders of the necessary goods. 

This account relates in a fundamental way to Nozick’s account of production. 

Advocates of end-state principles, Nozick argues, fail to appreciate the 

manner in which production and distribution are linked (pp. 155, 160). Goods 

to be distributed by end-state principles do not simply exist, appearing out of 

nowhere like “manna from heaven”, awaiting allocation to the appropriate 

person (pp. 160, 198). Production and distribution are two sides of the same 

coin. Individuals own productive inputs. They reach agreements with others, 

bringing together the skills, materials, and equipment used to produce goods. 

Those agreements include how the produced goods are to be divided between 

them (p. 160). Production directly entails distribution, and “there is no separate 

process of distribution for a theory of distribution to be a theory of” (p. 219). 

(Even goods ultimately distributed as gifts or charity must first be produced: 

producers choose whether produced goods are to be transferred to others in 

those ways). 

Conversely, the duties of provision entailed by end-state principles violate 

side-constraints against aggression (p. 169) and, in the terms of Nozick’s 

Kantian foundation, treat people solely as means to the ends stipulated by 

those principles. These duties give “each citizen an enforceable claim to some 

portion of the total social product” (pp. 171-72), creating “a claim to the 

activities and the products of other persons” (p. 172). From this comes 

Nozick’s claim, that “[t]axation of earnings from labor is on par with forced 

labor” (p. 169). The production of goods for distribution by end-state principles 
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“involve[s] appropriating the actions of other persons”, which is equivalent to 

“[s]eizing the results of someone’s labor”, or “seizing hours from him and 

directing him to carry on various activities” (p. 172). They make claimants 

“part-owners” of producers, creating “property rights” in them (p. 172), implying 

an involuntary, and hence objectionable, form of social slavery. 

This first argument straightforwardly reaffirms the entitlement theory, 

sharpening Nozick’s claims that the theory is procedural and historical. The 

procedure (at least post-appropriation) comprises just those choices rights-

holders make in producing and subsequently disposing of goods. The 

historical character of the theory is the aggregate history of those choices. 

THE SECOND ARGUMENT 

Nozick’s first argument has provoked criticisms that it would leave people in 

morally objectionable states (Arneson, 2011, p. 20; Hodson, 1977, p. 217; 

Barry, 1975, pp. 331-32; Scheffler, 1982, p. 151), place them in objectionable 

social relations with others (Cohen, 1985, pp. 94-100; Otsuka, 2009, p. 23; 

Sreenivasan, 1995, pp. 127-8; Fried, 1995, p. 232; Parijs, 1995, p. 14), or 

deny them access to morally important resources (Scanlon, 1982, pp. 110-13, 

122; Goldman, 1976, p. 824). Such criticisms implicitly appeal to end-state 

principles as solutions. 

Nozick could simply bite the bullet: some people might indeed be left in these 

kinds of situations; but, while unfortunate, no one has a right to be in any 

particular situation if this requires violating others’ rights. Nozickian rights are 

foundational and cannot be assessed according to their consequences: they 
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are “rock-bottom” for Nozick, even if they produce such results, and even if no 

one is better off as a result (Waldron, 1988, p. 128; Scanlon, 1982, p. 123). 

Nozick anticipates some of the arguments of his critics, attributing to them the 

attitude that they “don’t want to believe anything so apparently callous to the 

needs and suffering of others” (my italics) (Nozick, 1974, p. ix). While Nozick’s 

first argument appears to reject the claims of the needy, this remark suggests 

that his theory is only apparently callous. Why might he believe this? 

Throughout ASU we can find a second argument which Nozick believes meets 

his critics’ challenge. Where the first argument rules end-state principles 

impermissible, this second argument claims that end-state principles are 

unnecessary. This argument is based on consequences, drawing on the 

characteristics that Nozick expects of a property-based market society. 

Re-examining the proviso gives us a gateway into this second argument. 

Recall that the proviso requires that non-owners be compensated for loss of 

free access to resources once they have been appropriated. Since 

prospective appropriators would only appropriate on the expectation of being 

better off by doing so, appropriation must produce at least enough benefits to 

cover both the appropriator’s expected benefit and the compensation required 

by the proviso. Appropriation must, as Gopal Sreenivasan’s puts it, generate a 

“productive bounty” (Sreenivasan, 1995, pp. 132, 135). Without this productive 

bounty, no appropriation would occur and a property system would not get 

started. Nozick believes however, that propertied-society’s general benefits 

would ensure that no one would fall below the proviso baseline, and hence 
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individual appropriators (and subsequent owners) would never be required to 

pay compensation. What are these benefits, and how do they emerge? 

We can identify two levels of benefits from private property in Nozick’s theory 

which I will call, respectively, “private” and “public” benefits. The first, private 

benefits, are benefits following directly from property ownership. Private 

property benefits owners by securing their control over resources. Without this 

security, individuals may find it too risky to pursue, or even formulate, plans 

involving those resources. Private property also internalises the “positive 

externalities of your activities” (Nozick, 1974, p. 280), allowing owners to 

capture the gains brought about by actualising their plans. Private benefits 

form the foundation of mutually advantageous cooperation: benefits created 

by one person’s activities can be passed to another in exchange for 

corresponding benefits (pp. 158, 281). Differences in capacities and resources 

mean that individuals can gain from other parties’ private benefits while each 

party’s rights give them influence over the terms of agreement.  

Private benefits tell us why Nozick attributes such importance to private 

property. However, this cannot be the whole story. The fact that private 

benefits are exclusively available to property owners raises two issues. Nozick 

raises the first directly: if private property internalises all the gains from 

individual activity, and exchanges are of equivalent benefit levels, how does 

this not “eliminate all benefits of living in society with others” (p. 280)? Second, 

private benefits themselves do nothing to address the worries of Nozick’s 

critics regarding the exclusion of non-owners from these benefits. Nozick’s 

answer is found in the second level of benefits. 
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The second level of benefits, public benefits, is what economists call “positive 

externalities”. These are the beneficial effects of people’s activities not 

captured by them which are, therefore, available to others. These benefits 

exist because private property cannot internalise all the gains of an individual’s 

activities; private property only provides a weaker, but adequate, form of 

benefit-capture that ensures a “more than sufficient payback to cover the 

costs” of an individual’s activities (p. 281). 

Nozick enumerates several public benefits expected from libertarian capitalist 

societies: markets increase productivity by allocating resources to the most 

productive (p. 177); they coordinate individual productive activities through 

information transmitted by price systems (pp. 163-64); market incentives 

encourage people to produce things others want (p. 155n), and to make their 

individual talents available to others (p. 228); market competition induces 

production at the lowest possible prices (p. 280); and dispersed resource 

ownership encourages experimentation (p. 177). Together, these forces make 

Nozickian society highly productive, expanding the domain of available goods 

well beyond what would be possible in non-propertied society (Sanders, 2002, 

p. 49). Whereas Nozick’s first argument grounds people’s entitlement to goods 

in their involvement in producing them, public benefits emphasise that, in 

Nozickian society, people do produce things that others need or want. 

Beyond these are the more general benefits of living in a society of people 

pursuing their own plans. Other people’s achievements may have aesthetic 

value, as when architects design beautiful buildings or parks, or musicians 

perform evocative music. The successes and failures of others can provide 
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inspirations and warnings – they are, in John Stuart Mill’s term, “experiments 

in living” (Mill, 1989, p. 57; Lomasky, 2002, pp. 74-5). Diverse people pursuing 

diverse plans may create diverse communities, giving people yet more choice 

in their lives (Nozick, 1974, pp. 307-31). Nozickian society is “synergistic”: the 

whole is greater – perhaps much greater – than the sum of the parts 

(Lomasky, 2002, p. 62). 

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 

Employment opportunity provides the final (and, as I argue below, most 

important) public benefit. 

In Nozick’s first argument, goods-distribution follows from agreements reached 

in goods-production. People can contribute resources to be utilised in 

production, or they can contribute their labour. I will call non-labour resources 

and their contribution to production capital resources and capital contribution, 

and the contribution of labour simply labour contribution. I refer, 

conventionally, to the agreements labourers make with capital owners as 

employment, being employed, and so forth.19 I refer to the goods received by 

contributors for each kind of contribution as capital income and labour income. 

Employment is mutually beneficial whenever (a) combining labour with capital 

resources is more productive than are capital resources alone, and (b) the 

additional productivity is sufficient to benefit both capital and labour 

contributors. When this is the case, everyone has something to contribute to 

production: capital resource owners can contribute their capital; those without 

                                                 
19 A labourer with her own capital resources is, by extension, self-employed 
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capital resources can exercise their personal rights and contribute labour.20 

The resulting incomes can then be exchanged for goods with which to pursue 

their individual plans. In this way, the incentives of capital ownership create 

employment opportunities as a public benefit. 

Nozick clearly does not endorse a right to be employed (any more than he 

endorses rights to be in any other given state, and for the same reasons), nor 

does he explicitly claim that employment opportunities exist or will be 

abundant. However, Nozick not only endorses the work ethic, but he implies 

that Nozickian society offers ample opportunities to express it.21 ASU 

frequently employs labour-related examples. Labourers benefit because 

entrepreneurs (i.e. capital contributors) create employment opportunities by 

assuming the risks of starting and operating companies (Nozick, 1974, p. 

255). The broad and diverse range of market-produced goods parallel 

opportunities to be involved in their production. With dispersed capital 

resource ownership, even unpopular people will be able to find employment 

(p. 177). Far from labourers being denied access to capital resources, Nozick 

claims workers are so well rewarded in his society that they could themselves 

acquire capital resources, if only they so choose (implicitly, if so in 1974’s non-

libertarian USA, then more so in an actual libertarian society) (p. 255). 

Notably, Nozick nowhere discusses persistent unemployment. He addresses 

choosing between starving or accepting unpalatable work (pp. 263-64), but 

                                                 
20 Other uses of personal rights are possible such as the selling or renting of their 
bodies – I address this in the next chapter. 
21 Endorsement of the work ethic is most clearly expressed when Nozick approves of 
holding “onto the notions of earning, producing, entitlement, desert, and so forth” 
(Nozick, 1974, p. 155), in what Jeremy Waldron calls “a Lockean preoccupation with 
industriousness” (Waldron, 1988, p. 255) 
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never considers situations where work, even unpalatable work, is unavailable. 

The overall impression, then, is that employment opportunities are abundant 

and if people are unemployed (and subsequently starve) it is by their own 

choice. 

WHY THE SECOND ARGUMENT MATTERS 

The second argument employs what Nozick, following Adam Smith, describes 

as an “invisible hand explanation”. Market-libertarian societies produce 

benefits beyond the contributions of individuals from which, Nozick claims, the 

worst-off benefit most (pp. 193-94). Nozick is at pains to point out that, 

although this second argument draws on libertarian society’s expected 

consequences, it does not constitute a consequentialist justification for 

property (p. 177). This situates the second argument as supplementary and 

subordinate to the first.  

I argue now that the second argument is more than supplementary, and a 

great deal hinges on its plausibility. I have presented the argument as a 

response to criticisms that the theory could lead to objectionable outcomes, 

that some may be situated in objectionable relationships to others, or that 

some may be left without access to morally important resources. The intuitions 

underlying these criticisms are strong and, for Nozick’s second argument to 

provide an adequate response, the social consequences it predicts must 

certainly hold. But, just as importantly, the second argument provides 

important support to Nozick’s theory in ways the first argument cannot. 

First, Nozick envisages the proviso being satisfied by propertied society’s 

benefits, which we can now identify as specifically public benefits: whatever 
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opportunities are lost due to other people owning resources are more than 

made up for by other opportunities flowing from others’ ownership. This allows 

Nozick to claim that “the free operation of a market system will not actually run 

afoul of the Lockean proviso” (p. 182). Public benefits ensure that no one’s 

situation is worsened by appropriation, allowing Nozick to discuss property 

rights as though the proviso imposes no conditionality on ownership, nor 

requires any intervention by the state. Were the proviso not satisfied by public 

benefits, owners, being obliged to provide compensation, could legitimately be 

forced to produce for others to the level specified by the proviso. This would 

put considerable pressure on the plausibility of Nozick’s first-argument claims 

about the absolute impermissibility of being forced to produce for others. 

Second, there are two properties a distributive system should have, without 

which a reasonable person can reject it. The first is inclusivity: no person 

should be excluded from the possibility of benefitting from the system. Public 

benefits create inclusivity in Nozick’s theory by creating opportunities by which 

all can gain from propertied society. The second property I will call dynamism: 

no individual’s outcomes should be wholly determined by the system’s 

operation. This property is particularly important given Nozick’s foundational 

claim that there are “distinct individuals each with his own life to lead” (p. 34). 

Nozick argues that attributing personal success to external factors 

“denigrat[es] a person’s autonomy”, undermining the “dignity and self-respect 

of autonomous beings” (p. 214). He presents this as a moral fact but, clearly, 

different social structures can influence individual success, and for a system to 

be genuinely dynamic each person must have sufficient opportunities to shape 

their own life. One way a system can fail to be dynamic is if a person’s initial 
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economic situation persistently limits their ongoing opportunities. Nozick 

implies that his theory satisfies dynamism because the operation of a market 

system “over time washes out any significant effects” of people’s initial 

holdings (p. 158). Dynamism, here, is satisfied by social mobility: public 

benefits create sufficient opportunities that a person’s situation is shaped by 

their choices and efforts, rather than the conditions into which they are born or 

from other distributional tendencies of the system itself. 

Public benefits, then, are essential to reconciling the demands of the proviso 

with unconditional ownership, and in promoting inclusivity and dynamism. But 

public benefits per se are insufficient to fulfil these roles. For public benefits to 

benefit any individual they must not just exist, they must also be accessible to 

that individual.  

Some public benefits are only enjoyable in certain states: aesthetic benefits 

and lifestyle exemplars do nothing to fill an empty stomach and are only 

enjoyable once a person already has sufficient consumption goods. To enjoy 

consumer goods, other goods must be exchanged for them. More generally, 

an individual’s access to society’s benefits is contingent on them benefitting 

others: “the advantages of living in [Nozickian] society … would not be the 

benefits others provide you, but rather the payback they give you for the 

benefits you provide them” (p. 281). 

Employment opportunities provide the primary mechanism through which the 

other benefits are disseminated. They provide the pathway to these goods’ 

enjoyment by allowing individuals without property to benefit others through 

their labour and thereby earn labour incomes. Charity and gifts can perform 
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this task to some degree, but employment is the only path that follows from 

the choices of the labourer and that can be considered part of their planning. 

For public benefits to satisfy the proviso, there must be sufficient employment 

opportunities with sufficient incomes that no one falls below the proviso 

baseline.22 Inclusivity requires that employment opportunities be numerous 

enough to open public benefits to all non-owners. For a society to be dynamic, 

sufficient (and sufficiently diverse) employment opportunities must exist for 

each person to both develop and exercise their own abilities. 

Whether the claims of the second argument hold is an empirical matter (and, 

as such, is open to challenge).23 But for Nozickian rights to underwrite an 

inclusive and dynamic society, and for property rights to be practically 

unconditional in ways that support Nozick’s arguments against end-state 

principles, then public benefits, and particularly employment opportunity, are 

not merely optional extras – they are essential to his theory’s success. We 

turn now to examine the implications to Nozick’s theory of the absence of 

employment opportunities. 

 

  

                                                 
22 Sreenivasan argues that to satisfy the proviso, Nozick must assume that all able-
bodied non-owners will be employed, receiving at least subsistence level pay (1995, p. 
138n53) 
23 Experience with real-world capitalism might lead us to doubt his claims. Nozick 
might argue that the disparities we see in the real world are the consequence of 
illegitimate state action, but he would have to defend this while showing that his theory 
is somehow immune. Moreover, in making these predictions, Nozick tacitly accepts 
many of the ideas of thinkers like John Locke and Adam Smith on the benefits of 
private property and markets, as well as the assumptions and conclusions of neo-
classical economics such as the “trickle-down effect”, much of which is highly 
contested (Plant, 2010, p. 52). 
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3. ENTITLEMENT WITHOUT EMPLOYMENT 

For Nozick, individuals have rights over themselves and their property, 

grounded in their capacities to formulate and pursue life-plans. They choose, 

in agreement with others, to exercise these rights to produce new goods. 

These agreements determine the rights over the produced goods. In what I 

have called Nozick’s first argument, which directly reflects the entitlement 

theory, these rights “fill the space of rights”, rendering impermissible any 

distributive principle that allocates goods according to need, merit, equality 

etc. Nozick’s second argument addresses criticisms that the entitlement theory 

leaves some without necessary goods or opportunities. This argument goes 

beyond the entitlement theory’s logic, claiming that individual activities 

produce externalities – “public benefits” – creating goods and opportunities 

benefitting everyone. These render alternative “end-state” distributive 

principles unnecessary. 

I have argued that Nozick’s second argument plays a significant role in 

justifying the entitlement theory, one that goes beyond what is strictly entailed 

by the theory. First, public benefits reconcile a tension between the 

impermissibility of forcing some to provide for others and the possibility that 

the proviso may require property owners to do so: public benefits satisfy the 

proviso in ways that accord with rights-holders’ choices. Secondly, public 

benefits promote two properties important to the theory’s plausibility: inclusivity 

– no one is excluded from society’s benefits; and dynamism – a person’s 

outcomes result primarily from their own efforts.  
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Public benefits alone are insufficient to fulfil these roles; they must also be 

accessible. This makes employment opportunity an especially important public 

benefit. Employment provides the primary pathway by which non-owners can 

come into property ownership and thereby gain access to other benefits. This 

makes employment opportunity essential to the justification of Nozick’s theory. 

Public benefits are contingent facts in a Nozickian society. Given their 

justificatory importance, they represent a vulnerability in Nozick’s theory. 

Employment opportunities are particularly vulnerable, emerging only when 

combining capital resources with labour produces more value than can capital 

resources alone. 

The remainder of this paper exploits this vulnerability. To this end, I employ 

the device of a hypothetical Nozickian society – Technozickia - in which 

production is fully automated. Automation eliminates employment’s mutually-

beneficial characteristic, removing employment as a pathway to society’s 

benefits. This allows us to assess Nozick’s theory without its contingent 

features, relying purely on the entitlement theory’s logic.  

I start this chapter by introducing Technozickia. I present and address some 

immediate objections to the scenario’s plausibility. I then argue that such a 

society devolves into a caste society consisting of owners and a near-

permanent underclass of non-owners, a phenomenon I call “the proviso trap”. I 

derive the proviso trap and discuss its key features. 
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TECHNOZICKIA 

Let’s refer to chapter 2’s depiction of a society with accessible public benefits 

as “Nozick’s ideal”. Consider the following alternative scenario: 

The Free State of Technozickia (henceforth, simply Technozickia) is a 

Nozickian society which has evolved according to the principles 

articulated in the entitlement theory. Its level of technological 

development is such that all productive activity is automated – all 

goods are produced without human labour. Automata perform all 

imaginable work (including productive decision-making, maintenance, 

and the production of further automata), where “automata” broadly 

encompasses machines, computers, digital technologies, etc. All 

appropriable material resources have long-since been appropriated 

and all existing resources are attached to property rights. 

This is a case of automated production at its most extreme. 

The most immediate effect of full automation is that employment is not 

mutually beneficial: combining capital resources with labour is no more 

productive than employing capital resources alone, and human labour does 

not represent a means to benefiting others in order to benefit oneself. This 

eliminates capital owners’ material incentives to employ labourers – indeed, 

employment creates a loss to capital owners. Should they nevertheless 

employ labour, it can be considered a form of charity. Since automata are 

capital resources, all productive contributions are capital contributions and all 

production incomes are capital incomes.  
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Without employment and the resultant labour incomes, those without property 

can no longer come to own property by selling their labour. Consequently, 

non-owners have no way, from their own choices, to enjoy property’s private 

benefits or, in large part, society’s public benefits. Since no appropriable 

resources remain, they cannot “take from nature”. Nor can they use existing 

resources over which others already hold rights (at least without their 

consent). Unable to earn or take what they need, they are worse off than they 

would be in a non-propertied society. They are, therefore, eligible for proviso 

compensation. This means that in Technozickia the proviso is not a purely 

formal, abstract concern as it is in Nozick’s ideal; it is a concrete requirement 

with real implications, and owners are explicitly obliged to provide 

compensation. 

TWO OBJECTIONS 

Before examining Technozickia further, I raise two immediate objections to the 

Technozickia scenario’s relevance in evaluating the entitlement theory, with 

some brief responses. The first objection asks whether Nozick’s theory even 

applies to societies like Technozickia. The second challenges whether full 

automation of the kind imagined is plausible. 

Is the entitlement theory applicable to Technozickia? Or does the theory apply 

only in societies where people actually have employment opportunities? 

Nozick gives no indication that the theory’s scope is restricted in any way. He 

grounds his theory, not in any level of technological development, but on a 

view of human nature, implying that the theory is universally applicable. 

Moreover, automation can emerge from just the kinds of market incentives 
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that Nozick describes. At some levels of development, at least, automation is 

a major source of the kinds of public benefits he claims for his theory. But, in 

Technozickia, automation compromises those benefits’ accessibility. 

Is full automation even possible? Many jobs once thought to require human 

labour have long been automated. Many more are foreseeably automatable. 

Technologies that even recently seemed well beyond our reach are now being 

utilised: in 2004, driverless cars were deemed too computationally demanding 

to be possible; in 2010, just six years later, Google deployed the first fleet of 

driverless cars (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 2011, pp. 13-14). We have yet to 

realise the full productive implications of technologies like 3D printing.24 

Significant amounts of market activity are already highly automated, from 

inventory management to foreign exchange and commodity trading. Even 

creative and artistic activities (perhaps innovation itself) may not be immune to 

automation: applications of artificial intelligence to creative fields like 

advertising and musical composition already exist.25,26 Even so, one might 

                                                 
24 Clothing manufacturer Ministry of Supply has recently started using 3D printing 
technology to print knitted clothing (Nanos, 2017). This may have significant 
implications not only for workers in developed nations, but also those in developing 
nations that depend on industries like clothing manufacturing. 
25 On artificial intelligence (AI) in advertising, see (Castillo, 2017). As early as 2001, AI 
algorithms existed that could compose music in the style of Bach and Mozart that 
were indistinguishable from the real thing (Cope, 2001). The developers of these 
algorithmic composition programs have subsequently released albums of generated 
music as well as, interestingly, a book mixing AI and human-composed Haiku poetry 
(each unlabelled with the “author”) (Steiner, 2013, pp. 89-101). More recent 
applications of AI to artistic tasks are discussed by Seung Lee (2016) and Benjamin 
Stecher (2017). This undoubtedly raises questions about what we mean by terms like 
“art” and “creativity”. But in Nozick’s choice-driven consumer society, what matters is 
not that some product comes “from the heart” but whether someone wants to buy it: if 
the consumer can’t tell the difference, does it matter? 
26 Of course, automated creative arts do not rule out people still pursuing these. I 
imagine that the beneficiaries of automation will pursue art more vigorously than at 
present. It does, however, place pressure on their commercial viability of making art. 
As I argue below, the ownership patterns in Technozickia may simply exclude some 
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object that employment does not exhaust the realm of income-generating 

choices a person can make with their personal rights.27 They might sell body 

parts (but for how long?) or provide specifically human personal services.28 

Such pathways to property ownership are narrowing even today, as a result of 

same processes of technological development.29 It is not inconceivable that 

such goods could be automatically produced in a society like Technozickia, 

and I take this pathway to be closed.  

We do not (and perhaps cannot) know the limits of technological development: 

some productive processes may be impossible to automate, but clearly many 

can be. Technology-wise, then, full automation is at least an open possibility. 

What remains to be asked is whether full automation is achievable under the 

operation of the entitlement theory. I defer this question to chapter 6, where I 

examine the entitlement theory in conditions of less-than-full automation. 

THE PROVISO TRAP 

Let’s resume our examination of Technozickia. I now argue that in 

Technozickia a situation prevails wherein proviso compensation recipients 

                                                 
from having the necessary resources to their production. This may leave “singing for 
supper” for some, but not as a general option. 
27 Thanks to Christian Barry for bringing this objection to my attention 
28 We might be rightly appalled at the prospect of people’s social usefulness consisting 
in being organ banks, or in providing possibly demeaning services. Some uses of the 
body matter, such as the donation of blood may be repeated indefinitely, but the 
possibility of this replacing labour incomes would be limited by market demand and is 
contingent on synthetic substitutes not being developed 
29 Recent technological developments point to this possibility. Considerable progress 
has been made over the last few years in the use of 3D printing technologies to create 
artificial organs. The generation of artificial organic hearts and heart tissue is one 
possibility now close to reality (Scott & Armitage, 2017; Lewis, 2017; Yi, 2017). Two 
recent cases highlight that personal services are not immune to automation: at one 
extreme, robots have been developed to help autistic children develop social skills 
(Stock, 2017), at the other is the much reported-on progress in developing robots that 
provide erotic services (Kleeman, 2017). 
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cannot, through their own choices, improve their own situation. I call this “the 

proviso trap”. 

In Nozick’s ideal, public benefits comfortably satisfy the proviso: the chances 

of any person living below the proviso baseline are negligible. In Technozickia, 

by contrast, the primary pathway to those benefits is closed to non-owners. 

Here, we have a situation where some (perhaps many) people fall below the 

proviso baseline and are explicitly entitled to compensation. Technozickia, 

therefore, gives us a clear comparison between owners and compensation 

recipients. To draw this out, I start by reviewing two moves that Nozick makes 

in justifying private property. The first relates property ownership to life-plans; 

the second addresses how the proviso specifies its compensation 

requirement. 

Nozick’s first move justifies private property on the grounds that it establishes 

the essential conditions for forming and pursuing life-plans: property’s private 

benefits underwrite those plans by securing resource ownership, ensuring 

contractual compliance, and so forth. Individual property owners’ interactions 

generate public benefits, creating broader social gains that greatly expand the 

scope within which a person can plan.  

Nozick’s second move justifies appropriation by requiring non-owners to be 

compensated for their loss of access to previously unowned resources. Nozick 

formulates this in two different ways. In the first, the baseline is set according 

to what non-owners might have gained from access to appropriated resources 

had they remained unowned. The second formulation compares propertied 

society to non-propertied society overall, with the latter setting the baseline: 
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“This compensation would be due to those persons, if any, for whom the 

process of [Nozickian] civilization was a net loss” (Nozick, 1974, pp. 178-

79n*). In chapter 4, I argue that these formulations are not equivalent but for 

now I assume their parity.30 The key point is that the baseline is “low as 

compared to the productiveness of a society with private appropriation” (my 

italics) (p. 181). Nozick is vague about how this translates into comparative 

welfare levels (we will see just how vague in chapter 4). However, given his 

tight coupling of property ownership with productivity, non-propertied society 

can be plausibly interpreted as being primitive, lacking in both security and 

significant technology, perhaps even equivalent to “the Stone Age way of life” 

(O'Neill, 1982, p. 314). 

Even without knowledge of the specific welfare levels, we can infer something 

about the qualities of the baseline from the above two moves. On the one 

hand, we have productive propertied society - “civilization” - which establishes 

the essential conditions for life-planning. On the other, we have unproductive 

non-propertied - by implication, uncivilised - society, lacking the essential 

conditions for planning. The latter determines the baseline. From this, we 

obtain the following analytic conclusion: if propertied society is justified over 

non-propertied society because it alone creates the essential conditions for 

life-planning, and if the baseline is set to the level of non-propertied society, 

then proviso compensation, by definition, excludes the essential conditions for 

                                                 
30 There is an obvious sense in which everyone other than the appropriator is made 
worse off by an appropriation – even the situation of those who already have ample 
resource holdings is worsened by becoming unfree to use that item. Nozick does not 
intend this implication although his acquisition-based formulation is open to it. This is, 
perhaps, the reason he gravitates to the alternative “worse off than non-propertied 
society” formulation. 
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life-planning. The proviso does not require that compensation goods be 

suitable to serve as a basis for life-planning, nor that they be productively 

useful.  

It might be argued that compensation gives the recipient some property which 

they can use to pursue their plans. However, this does not follow. Suppose 

that compensation is paid in goods that become the recipient’s property. For 

these goods to allow non-owners to gain access to society’s benefits, they 

must be goods that can be used to benefit others; they must be productive in 

ways that others value.31 Since the baseline is set against unproductive non-

propertied society, productively useful compensation goods exceed the 

compensation requirement.32 But can they not beneficially trade those goods 

with others? Again, this does not hold. Compensation recipients might swap 

amongst themselves but, without a productive component the market is limited 

only to other non-owners, and it is hard to see this evolving into a significantly 

beneficial economy.33 Trade with owners is even less plausible. Since owners 

are required to produce and supply these goods in the first place (at a cost to 

themselves), there is no obvious reason why they would buy them back – this 

does not benefit them: even if they desired such goods, these can already be 

                                                 
31 Recall from chapter 2 Nozick’s adage that “the advantages of living in [Nozickian] 
society … would not be the benefits others provide you, but rather the payback they 
give you for the benefits you provide them” (Nozick, 1974, p. 281) 
32 It is possible, of course, that those obliged to provide compensation may provide 
goods that are useful for planning purposes, or are more useful than raw natural 
resources if, say, these are cheaper to provide. But this is a contingent possibility, not 
one that is required by the proviso itself. The goods may even create high welfare (in 
terms of health or happiness) but this does not, in itself, imply their suitability to 
planning. 
33 Perhaps there could be a limited sort of internal economy like those found in 
prisoner of war camps, as described by Radford (1945). This is an unproductive 
economy insofar as all the traded goods are produced externally to the economy. 
Individual welfare may be improved by exchanging goods with others according to 
taste, but welfare is ultimately limited by what goods are externally provided. 
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obtained within propertied society. In any case, the supposition that 

compensation be paid in ownable goods is also too strong. The control over 

resources which property rights bring to life-planning is not required by the 

proviso: such control is a feature of propertied society, not non-propertied 

society. The proviso does not require ownable compensation and may be 

satisfied without it – for example, by providing homeless shelters and soup 

kitchens, or allowing conditional limited use of goods that nevertheless remain 

the property of others. 

The ability to plan and improve one’s situation is characteristic of propertied 

society. The proviso, set at the level of non-propertied society, does not 

extend to support these capacities. It follows that proviso compensation is 

inadequate to allow a person to raise themselves above the baseline. Insofar 

as compensation recipients can form plans, these are the short-term plans 

associated with primitive society, and not those of a person “shaping his life in 

accordance with some overall plan” (p. 50).  

This, then, is “the proviso trap”. It is a trap much like a deep hole on the 

ground is a trap: if you fall in you cannot get yourself out again. Others may 

help you out - owners may voluntarily transfer resources to you with which you 

can begin to help yourself. But without such assistance, proviso compensation 

alone provides no means of escape. 

How do people fall into the proviso trap? Those in the trap lack goods that can 

be used to participate in the Nozickian economy. Their labour power is 

valueless to others, and they lack capital resources through which they can 

earn an income. An owner might fall into the trap through poor decision-
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making (and might therefore be considered responsible for their subsequent 

situation). Others might lose resources through misfortune, market pressures 

that reduce their resources’ value, or disaster. Those whose parents lack 

resources to bequeath, and who lack other benefactors, are born into the trap. 

For most people, being in the trap is a consequence of the choices of other 

people, many of whom are no longer alive. 

This gives the trap an intergenerational character, creating a caste society, 

divided into owners who enjoy property’s benefits, and a near permanent non-

owner underclass, excluded from those benefits and lacking the means to 

enter propertied society. Where the proviso trap exists, Nozickian society is 

neither inclusive nor dynamic: propertied society does not benefit all; nor can 

every person improve their situation regardless of starting position. 

We can see here that two components of the entitlement theory contribute to 

the proviso trap, and that each does so by imposing facts about the past on 

present people. These components are: 

i) The proviso: this determines the baseline to which those in the proviso 

trap are entitled, set according to facts about conditions that held 

before propertied society. 

ii) Justice in transfer: historical facts about the chains of ownership from 

original appropriation onwards, which determine who holds and does 

not hold property and hence, who is subject to the proviso trap. 

The role that each of these components plays in the proviso trap, and their 

use of historical facts, makes these suitable focal points for critiquing the 

entitlement theory’s assumptions. I examine each of these components in 
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chapters 4 and 5. In chapter 6, I relax the assumption of full automation to re-

examine those chapters’ conclusions. In chapter 7, I reassess Nozick’s 

foundational assumptions in the light of this discussion.  
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4. THE PROVISO 

In Technozickia, fully-automated production eliminates the mutually-beneficial 

characteristics of employment, and with it, the possibility of employment itself. 

This, I have argued, compromises accessibility to society’s benefits by those 

without property. Without employment, non-owners are worse off than they 

would be in non-propertied society and are eligible for proviso compensation. I 

have argued that, because the proviso baseline is set to the level of non-

propertied society, compensation recipients are excluded from propertied 

society’s benefits and cannot improve their situation through their own efforts 

– what I call “the proviso trap”. The proviso trap results from the operation of 

two components of the entitlement theory: the proviso specification; and, the 

chains of ownership which determine who is subject to the trap. This chapter 

examines the first of these components – the proviso.  

It is worth first asking why Nozick himself failed to draw out the implication of 

the proviso trap. I suspect this is because he assumes people would not only 

be at the baseline, but would be substantially above it. In propertied society, it 

is assumed that people would be much better off than in non-propertied 

society. The baseline is so low as to only apply in catastrophic cases, and 

therefore “people would not think the possibility of the proviso’s being violated 

as of more interest than any other logical possibility” (Nozick, 1974, pp. 181-

82). Unlikely to be appealed to in practice, the proviso, can be safely ignored. 

Consequently, Nozick is sketchy about both the baseline level and the form 

which proviso compensation should take. However, in Technozickia the 

assumption that everyone is above the baseline does not hold and the proviso 

is very much in play. This brings urgency to the question. 
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My key concern in this chapter is with how to specify the baseline and, in 

particular, how it applies historical facts about the era when appropriation 

occurred to Technozickia-era compensation recipients. 

I begin by arguing that in Technozickia the proviso must be institutionalised. 

To achieve this end, we must know precisely what the proviso requires. But, 

on closer examination, Nozick’s proviso specification yields baselines that vary 

dramatically depending on contingent historical events and circumstances. 

Given this, I ask why any historical baseline should be morally compelling to 

recipients in later times. I then attempt to reconstruct the proviso from first 

principles, concluding that, to be justifiable to Technozickians, the proviso 

baseline should reflect the cumulative social improvements brought about 

since the appropriation-era. 

INSTITUTIONALISING THE PROVISO 

The existence of valid compensation claims in Technozickia marks a 

significant departure from Nozick’s ideal. In Nozick’s ideal public benefits, 

emerging from individuals’ normal voluntary activities, ensure that no one is 

below the baseline. No individual is required to produce any given quantity of 

benefits. But, since public benefits are a by-product of owners’ self-interested 

activities, not only does producing benefits not cost them, but avoiding 

producing them implies avoiding the self-benefiting activities themselves: 

producing public benefits accords with their own material interests. In 

Technozickia, owners must provide compensation. This represents a cost to 

them and opposes their individual interests. Individual owners may voluntarily 

fulfil (and even exceed) their obligations: if the aggregate goods so provided 
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are sufficient, the compensation requirement is fulfilled. But voluntariness 

creates a recipe for a collective action problem: if each owner assumes others 

will supply the compensation goods, actual compensation will likely fall short. 

Since non-fulfilment is possible, compensation must be institutionalised – 

explicit institutions must be established and enforced to ensure that 

compensation is produced and dispensed to eligible claimants. Nozickian 

justice demands that compensation recipients receive at least what is owed. It 

also requires that owners be forced to provide no more than what is owed. So, 

in order to institutionalise the proviso, we must know precisely what it requires.  

Recall two interpretations of the proviso’s baseline: the “soft interpretation” 

which is set at non-propertied society’s typical welfare level; and the “hard 

interpretation” in which survival chances are no worse than in non-propertied 

society. The soft interpretation appears straightforward. But is it? Is the non-

propertied society located in a fertile or arid region (or an average thereof)? 

What if resources are appropriated during a transient period that diminishes 

their worth, like during a drought? Over what geographic range? Global or 

local? (How far is local?) Some resources are more useful in the presence of 

others – how does this relate to locality? Further, full resource appropriation 

takes time. Does the first or last appropriation set the baseline (or, again, an 

average)? Do productive developments during this period affect the value of 

resources acquired later in this process? And, since compensation is for 

losses resulting from appropriative acts, how do we distinguish below-baseline 
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cases that are not due to appropriation (e.g. genetic weaknesses)?34 In 

addition to these, the “hard interpretation” raises further questions about how 

the baseline sets survival rates. Is this judged according to appropriation-era 

survival traits? Different skills support survival in different eras – modern 

knowledge workers, who thrive in an information age, might die in a labour-

intensive society. Are those to survive chosen by some sort of survival 

lottery?35  

An inconsistency in Nozick’s own argument creates a further problem, one 

that compromises the supposed baseline equivalence between appropriation-

compensation and non-propertied society. The proviso compensates for 

appropriation of unowned resources which Nozick assumes to be 

“untransformed raw materials and given resources” whose value is the 

“unimproved value of land, and the price of raw material in situ” (p. 177).36 But 

this does not follow from a thing being unowned. The entitlement theory allows 

for an owner to “divest himself of a holding”, rendering it unowned (p. 151).37 

The item can be anything, including advanced technology. Being no longer 

surrounded by side-constraints, it can now be used by anyone. Does re-

appropriating this item raise the baseline? Could a farmer do so by divesting 

                                                 
34 We would have to further distinguish between natural differences that have been 
caused by appropriation – e.g. ancestors who were undernourished because of lack of 
access to resources, passed on to children. 
35 This dystopic possibility need not imply coercion or boundary crossings of personal 
rights. Subsistence goods might be simply placed in the open somewhere and the 
claimants left to fight for them. It is not clear anywhere in Nozick’s theory that this 
would be objectionable, especially since “a right to life would be a right to have or 
strive [my italics] for whatever one needs to live” (Nozick, 1974, p. 179n*).  
36 Nozick’s argument here is problematic. Markets determine the values (in the sense 
that Nozick intends) of these. But markets presuppose property which may not yet be 
established. This creates, at the least, a bootstrapping problem, and may be circular. 
37 Nozick also does not specify what happens to holdings if a person dies without 
leaving a will indicating to whom her goods will pass – in this case too, they might 
relapse into an unowned state. 
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improved land? Could wealthy philanthropists permanently raise the baseline 

by “disowning” vast amounts of technological wealth?38 

Consider a more extreme case in the following alternative history. Suppose 

that during the collapse of the Soviet Union, the former soviets, regretting that 

the Bolsheviks had only Marx to guide them, and being six decades too early 

to benefit from Nozick, decide to form a Nozickian society. They recognise that 

they should apply the principle of rectification, calculating who would have 

what had the USSR not happened. Unfortunately, that task is impossible (the 

KGB destroyed all the records). Instead, they unanimously decide to start 

again. They could reduce machinery to constituent resources, and 

“unimprove” all the land, but they sensibly decide that this would be wasteful. 

All the USSR’s assets, in their 1991 condition, are returned to an unowned 

state, to be reappropriated. What baseline results from appropriating these 

items? It is, surely, one that relates to the usefulness of these items. Replace 

“USSR” in this story with a society as advanced as Technozickia and even 

more radical conclusions are possible. Many such stories can be imagined.39 

Establishing the baseline requires answers to these, and likely more, 

questions. Those answers have significant welfare implications for 

compensation recipients which might ameliorate or exacerbate the proviso 

                                                 
38 Since the personal rights of an individual can also be held by another, what 
happens if these are divested? Do they return to the original person? Or are they up 
for grabs? 
39 Suppose there are a variety of such societies, each with their own historically 
determined proviso level. Assume further that there is freedom of movement between 
societies. Would people not gravitate to the society with the highest proviso level?  

There are interesting parallels between this question and the real-world question of 
welfare-states of varying affluence and generosity, and how this relates to citizenship 
and migration controls. I leave this for the reader to ponder. 
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trap. The point is not that the baseline should be set at a desert or pastoral 

society’s level, or of the USSR circa 1991. There is no unique non-propertied 

society to serve as a reference and, as the possibility of reappropriation 

shows, non-propertied society is probably the wrong reference. The point is 

that historical baselines are inherently problematic and might be impossible to 

establish for any society. Even if these questions could be reasonably 

answered, they raise serious issues about the feasibility of institutionalising 

the proviso. 

IS THE COMPENSATION BASELINE THE RIGHT 

STANDARD?  

Using historical baselines to determine compensation claims present serious 

practical problems. But they also suggest a moral problem. The comparative 

situation of Technozickian owners and non-owners suggests something wrong 

with the very idea of historically-baselined compensation. We might ask, given 

that the proviso requires that relatively minor and incidental facts be binding 

on compensation recipients in all times, why would a disadvantaged 

Technozickian find this morally compelling? Why should the temporally distant 

circumstances of appropriation have such profound effects on future people? 

What is morally relevant to a Technozickian about a farmer’s appropriative 

actions a millennium ago, or a philanthropist’s choice to divest two centuries 

past? Are these not morally arbitrary, not to say anachronistic, standards to 

apply to someone in Technozickia?  

It is troubling that Nozick’s proviso applies facts about past events directly to 

people in all times. We normally think that compensation should relate some 

past event to its present effects: compensation addresses not just what was 
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lost in the past, but also the ongoing effect of that loss. This aspect of 

compensation is missing from Nozick’s proviso. I employ this intuition to re-

examine what Technozickians lose by appropriation, and hence what 

constitutes an appropriate baseline. I examine several possible proviso 

formulations, in incremental steps away from Nozick’s formulation, until we 

arrive at something satisfactory for Technozickia. 

Nozick’s proviso requires compensation for the loss of free use (against 

appropriation-era standards of use) of appropriated resources. But, 

Technozickians are denied use in their time of resources appropriated in the 

distant past.40 Had the resource never been appropriated, they could use it in 

ways that relate to Technozickia’s social context and technological 

capabilities. So perhaps the baseline should reflect the present usefulness of 

appropriated resources rather than their appropriation-era usefulness.41 This 

at least frees us from needing to know facts about appropriation-era resource 

usefulness.42 

This is an improvement, but a Technozickian would still object. He would say 

that Nozick’s assumption that non-appropriators would use an unowned 

resource as an unowned resource had it not been appropriated is decidedly 

                                                 
40 Thomas Scanlon argues along these lines: the value of a resource is socially 
relative and this should (at a minimum) be the standard against which compensation is 
measured (Scanlon, 1982, p. 118) 
41 The distinction between present and appropriation-era usefulness can be illustrated 
by considering resources that have value in technological society that they would not 
have in a state of nature. Propertied society has found uses for resources that they 
would not have in an unproductive society. Crude-oil or certain metals, for instance, 
would have very little use-value in primitive society but, because of their relationship 
with productive goods in propertied society, are valued very highly in the latter.  
42 Perhaps Nozick intends this interpretation (this is unclear), but the present value of 
resources comes from their usefulness to propertied society, and this would 
undermine the clear distinction he makes between the non-propertied-society baseline 
and propertied society. 
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odd. If Nozick’s claims about property’s benefits are at all compelling then a 

rational person, given the chance, would certainly appropriate the resource.43 

(Their choice is not between propertied or non-propertied society – propertied 

society is a given here). Appropriation confers morally significant advantages. 

It is these that are lost when others appropriate, and not just loss of use. On 

this account, the relevant target for compensation is, therefore, lost 

appropriation opportunity. Nozick rejects this because he believes 

compensating for lost appropriation opportunity implies a “zip-back” effect, 

inductively rendering all appropriations invalid (Nozick, 1974, p. 176). This 

would be true if compensation were paid in actual appropriation opportunities. 

But as with Nozick’s proviso, compensation for lost appropriation opportunities 

can come in forms other than appropriation opportunity itself. 

An illustration of one way to neutralise advantages conferred by past 

appropriations is a proviso proposed by left-libertarian Michael Otsuka: each 

individual is to have an equally advantageous share (in welfare and 

“betterment” potential) of natural resources, adjusted generationally (Otsuka, 

2009, pp. 27-36).44 With this proviso, everyone owns natural resources as if 

                                                 
43 This conclusion is also implied by other means in the “first taker” or “finders-keeper” 
arguments. These argue that appropriation (and subsequent ownership) gives owners 
advantages over non-owners. The control that owners have over the resource allows 
them to capture whatever surplus value can be had from the resource (Cohen, 1985; 
Sreenivasan, 1995, pp. 127-28; Fried, 1995, p. 232). 
44 This proviso is maintained in Otsuka’s account, by redistributing the resources inter-
generationally. This appears to suffer from very serious practical difficulties. How are 
natural resources redistributed? Land, for instance, is worth considerably less if not 
contiguous, but if a piece of land is to be redistributed it is hard to see how this can be 
maintained without all land plots being reassigned. And what is to be done with the 
considerable amount of natural resources embedded in plant, machinery, buildings, 
and the like? 
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they had appropriated them themselves and, because resources can be 

traded, owners get their “present value”.  

But this also leaves the Technozickian with grounds to object. Let’s look again 

at Technozickian owners and non-owners to see why. Owners are the full 

beneficiaries of propertied society in an age of high technology. Ownership 

grants them benefits markedly different to those enjoyed by original 

appropriators: freed by technology from productive labour’s burden, they enjoy 

possibilities their distant ancestors could not have imagined. Technozickian 

owners gain from appropriation, not just the original natural resources’ value, 

but also the improvements that have accrued over propertied society’s 

history.45 Nozick’s proviso excludes non-owners from both the benefits they 

might gain from appropriating natural resources today, and from all those 

improvements since the era of appropriation. 

How far does Otsuka’s proviso mitigate this disparity? His proviso allows 

recipients to buy into these modern benefits by trading their natural resources. 

However, much – probably most – of Technozickia’s wealth is (as it is today) 

not in the form of natural resources but in the form of improved resources, 

embedded knowledge, information, technology, money, and so on. Likewise, 

most of the value of goods comes from their improvement in the production 

process rather than from raw resources.46 Given this, natural resource 

                                                 
45 That Nozick expects libertarian society to have this improving nature is implied, first, 
by his broad claims of how much better it would be than non-propertied society and, 
second, by his arguments for rewarding things like innovation and risk-taking. 
46 This point was made by John Locke centuries ago – nature is a small part of the 
value of things. In §42 of his Second Treatise he attributes most of the value of things 
to the labour that transforms natural resources into useful goods (2009, p. 296). In 
modern terms, this can be interpreted as productivity, whether manual or mechanised. 
Locke may overstate the point, but the point about the low contribution value of 
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ownership is unlikely to be a major source of wealth compared to capital 

ownership.47 In Nozickian society, where improved property is heritable, 

recipients may justly complain that the proviso leaves them uncompensated 

for the present effects of past appropriation: owners inheriting improved 

resources have a significant “head start” advantage compared to those 

depending solely on natural resources. Nozick’s proviso does not address this 

at all, and Otsuka’s proviso does little to offset the durable advantage held by 

improved-resource owners. 

This, then, gives us a baseline reflecting what non-owners lose from 

appropriation: the baseline should reflect what non-owners lose by exclusion 

from access to resources that are improved at contemporary levels. In 

Technozickia, such a baseline might translate into a claim over productive 

property itself, or some right to its output. Perhaps, in analogy to Otsuka’s 

proviso, it gives each generation equal-valued shares in companies containing 

productive resources. I leave these specifics aside. 

A proviso such as this approaches an end-state principle; perhaps it is even 

egalitarian. Nozick would no doubt object. Note, however, that he cannot 

object that this interferes with owners’ rights over productive resources: those 

rights are limited by whatever the proviso specifies, which is precisely what we 

are determining. 

                                                 
resources has some general validity as can be seen in the typical disparities between 
resource-rich nations and technology-rich nations. 
47 Otsuka claims that his proviso has egalitarian implications. But the fact that most 
wealth is held in improved forms rather than in raw productive resources suggests that 
this claim is seriously overstated. 
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Let’s consider another of Nozick’s arguments, and in doing so add further 

reasons to why the proposed proviso is appropriate: 

the fact that we partially are “social products” in that we benefit from 

current patterns and forms created by the multitudinous actions of a long 

string of long-forgotten people, forms which include institutions, ways of 

doing things … does not create in us a general floating debt which the 

current society can collect and use at will. (Nozick, 1974, p. 95) 

This is somewhat like the owners’-rights argument, insofar as it echoes the 

claim that pre-existing rights delegitimise any “rights-to”. In part, a response 

would need to account for how strongly Nozick’s arguments support ongoing 

ownership of productive capacities created by past generations, which I take 

up in the next chapter. What I want to focus on here is how these “ways of 

doing things” relate to the proviso itself.  

The evolved ways of doing things provide the context in which people pursue 

their plans. As these ways become more sophisticated, they allow richer 

individual plans. But they also make pursuing those plans more difficult – 

people may need higher educations, for instance, or be otherwise similarly 

endowed to others to equitably secure their cooperation. For society to remain 

inclusive and dynamic, the baseline must rise with these ways of doing things. 

In Technozickia, those ways, developed by earlier people and internalised in 

owned technologies, are the definitive standard for being able to pursue life-

plans. Where, in earlier ages, ownership or employment made social benefits 

accessible, in Technozickia only technological ownership does so: the set of 

individuals who can benefit others in order to benefit themselves is just those 
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people who own capital resources. Just as exclusion from natural resources 

set the baseline in earlier ages, so too does exclusion from technology in 

Technozickia. Since technological ownership is the sole means through which 

social benefits are accessible, compensation must be in that form. Proviso 

compensation, where required, does represent a social “debt” to eligible 

claimants, and contra Nozick, where the evolved ways of doing things 

excludes some individuals from society’s benefits, then those ways, too, 

generate a “debt”. 

Nozick does not provide a proviso that justifies private property to all people in 

all times (and maybe not at any time). I have argued, in circumstances like 

those in Technozickia, a satisfactory proviso creates considerable claims for 

non-owners and attaches considerable demands on owners’ rights. The 

proviso I have derived is, I believe, appropriate for Technozickia. Clearly, it is 

too strong for earlier ages where we must consider living people’s 

contributions to societal welfare, how far genuinely accessible public benefits 

offset the baseline, and so forth. I return to these considerations in chapter 6. 
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5. JUSTICE IN TRANSFER 

Chapter 4 examined the first of the two components of the proviso trap – the 

proviso itself. There, I challenged the way that the proviso baseline imposes 

historical facts on compensation recipients. This chapter examines the second 

component: the operation of justice in transfer. Recall that justice in transfer 

shapes the proviso trap by determining who in Technozickia comes to own 

property and who does not. These outcomes are predominantly shaped by 

choices made by past people. The question here, as with the proviso, is 

whether these facts about the past can justify the situation in Technozickia. 

Justice in transfer embodies the claim that property rights are fully transmitted 

when individuals transfer property to others. I challenge this claim by 

examining three types of transfers in the context of Technozickia – charity, 

bequeathal, and production incomes. I test these against two intuitions on 

which Nozick draws: that entitlements follow from productive participation, and 

that property protects life-planning capacities. I argue that, while charity may 

lift some out of the proviso trap, it does not respect the agency of those in the 

trap, while also being objectionable on other grounds. Bequeathal, I argue, 

unacceptably gives owners the power to determine the owner class’s ongoing 

membership. I then look at production incomes, arguing that full rights to 

capital incomes are less justifiable than full rights to labour incomes. I 

conclude by re-examining Nozick’s claim that justice is purely historical, and 

argue that justice must also account for present circumstances. 
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CHARITY 

I characterised the proviso trap as the situation in which proviso recipients 

cannot lift themselves above the proviso’s compensation level because of lack 

of opportunity. It might be objected that this ignores a key feature of the 

entitlement theory: owners may charitably transfer goods to non-owners to 

help them out of the trap. Given the difference that charity makes to recipients, 

we have good reason to believe that the strength of the rights received should 

be at least as strong as those had by the transferrer.48 But, while the 

entitlement theory permits charity, there are several reasons to doubt its 

appropriateness as a solution to the proviso trap. 

First, while charity is a possible escape route for non-owners, it is mistaken to 

characterise it as a pathway for them. Charity is voluntary for owners and, 

insofar as it expresses life-plans, it expresses their life-plans, protected by 

their rights, and not those of non-owners (it is, if anything, a symptom and a 

reminder of non-owners’ lack of autonomy and rights).49 Non-owners cannot 

depend on charity: only owners may exercise the relevant rights, and 

charitable choices are, to that extent, wholly one-sided.50 

                                                 
48 This is commonly acknowledged in many real-world nations where charitable 
donations are tax-deductable. 
49 As Adam Smith writes, “Nobody but a beggar chuses to depend chiefly upon the 
benevolence of his fellow-citizens” (Smith, 2000, p. 15[I.ii.2]). And, unless we want to 
stretch choice beyond what is plausible, it is no choice at all. 
50 Perhaps non-owners can influence owners to be charitable (thanks to Christian 
Barry for highlighting this possibility). Non-owners might, for instance, make their plight 
more visible or poignant to owners. This might trouble us if it involves non-owners 
humiliating themselves to attain help. But in either case, it is within owners’ rights to 
respond or not. Owners can easily avoid being exposed to attempts such as these by 
keeping proviso recipients out of their sights, living in separate areas, prohibiting 
begging in areas where owners live and so forth – all “solutions” which already occur 
in today’s modern world to some extent. 
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Second, we might worry that the asymmetry between donors and recipients 

can lead to objectionable relationships. For recipients, charity is the antithesis 

of self-government. Owners are not required to give charitably and can choose 

otherwise whenever they please, leaving recipients at “the whim and pleasure 

of the donors on any terms that they choose to impose” (Barry, 1975, pp. 331-

32). Reliance “on the good will of another for one’s subsistence puts one at 

the mercy of the other, and under his subjection” (Anderson, 2017, p. 19).  

Third, because charity is voluntary, we should not assume that it would be 

common. Charity requires considering others’ needs, and possibly even 

putting those needs ahead of one’s own.51 In large-scale problems such as the 

proviso trap, charity may require more than most people most people are 

willing to bear (Nagel, 1982, p. 199). The worry that one might be 

disadvantaged by giving when others do not might further inhibit charitability 

(p. 200). This might be particularly pronounced in Technozickia: the proviso 

trap’s threat could discourage potential donors from acting in ways that risk 

undermining their economic position. 

Fourth, the fact that owners can choose who to help (and who not) gives them 

the morally troubling power to influence the owner class’s membership itself 

(and, by extension, the non-owner class). 

Finally, we might worry that charity is an inappropriate response to the proviso 

trap. Neither recipients nor donors are fully responsible for their situations: 

both are in their situation because of the operation of the entitlement theory, 

                                                 
51 I say possibly, because charity may also be performed from self-interest – for 
reasons of social esteem, for instance. 
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shaped by the choices of those long gone. If charity is morally admirable, it is 

also made necessary by a rights-framework benefitting donors. Charity is, at 

best, a symptomatic treatment and not a cure. 

BEQUESTS 

Justice in transfer allows individuals to bequeath their holdings to children and 

others at death. Unlike charity, we can expect bequeathal to be common in 

Technozickia: in fact, we can reasonably assume Technozickian ownership 

patterns to be shaped mostly by bequests. This makes its justification 

particularly important. 

Nozick does not explicitly defend bequeathal anywhere in ASU and simply 

assumes that property rights are fully heritable (Lyons, 1982, p. 363). In a later 

work, he describes bequeathal as an extension of personal relationships: 

“Bequeathing something to others is an expression of caring about them, and 

it intensifies those bonds” (Nozick, 1986, p. 30).  

How morally compelling are rights to bequeath or to receive bequests? Let’s 

start with the bequeather. Like charity, bequests reflect the transferrer’s rather 

than the recipients’ plans: it is “the donor who has earned the right to mark 

and serve her relational bonds by bequeathal” (p. 30). We might justify 

bequests by interpreting bonds of affection as parental duties to ensure 

children’s welfare after death.52 This is plausible, but it faces two problems. 

First, the entitlement theory cannot imply such a duty because parents without 

                                                 
52 Locke takes this approach, extending the natural duty to preserve oneself to apply 
to dependent progeny: see First Treatise §§88-89 and Second Treatise §56 (Locke, 
2009). See also Sreenivasan (1995, pp. 194-95), and Tully (1980, p. 133) for 
difficulties with Locke’s account. 
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the means to ensure their children’s welfare cannot fulfil it.53 Second, this 

justification limits bequests to goods necessary for welfare, and does not 

extend to the unlimited bequests condoned by the entitlement theory. 

More troubling are the consequences of unlimited bequests. Bequeathal, it is 

commonly objected, “promotes concentrations of wealth and power”, which 

colour the workings of other economic interactions, allowing a recipient to 

“impose its will on smaller and weaker parties, thus creating bargains, 

agreements, exchanges, and social arrangements generally that are unfair” 

(Lyons, 1982, p. 365). In the real world, unchecked bequests significantly 

contribute to ongoing and increasing inequality (Piketty, 2014, pp. 25-27). The 

risk of this would be extremely high in Technozickia. Like charity, bequeathal 

empowers owners to determine who else becomes property owners. In 

exercising this power, bequeathers can shape the planning capacity of others, 

both positively in whom they nominate, and negatively in who is excluded. 

Bequeathers’ ability to nominate recipients, combined with the bias towards 

their most-favoured, gives Technozickia a distinctly dynastic quality, not unlike 

feudal or aristocratic societies. 

Can bequeathers’ transfer-rights be defended by respect for their life-plans? In 

part, this depends on how strongly they hold rights over the goods to be 

bequeathed – whether, for instance, they created that wealth (I return to this 

below). However, justifying bequests on the grounds of life-plans creates a 

further difficulty: when bequests occur bequeathers are no longer alive to have 

their plans respected: interference with bequeathal does not interfere with their 

                                                 
53 The closest Nozick comes to suggesting such a duty is in an obscure discussion on 
utilitarianism (Nozick, 1974, pp. 38-39) 
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autonomy.54 How far should their plans be taken into consideration after they 

are deceased? We might posthumously respect their wishes, but this 

necessarily appeals to something other than their rational autonomous 

capacities which are no longer in play. 

What about rights to receive bequests? Recipient-rights cannot be justified by 

appealing to recipients’ planning capacities since the plan in question is the 

bequeather’s: bequests do not secure the fruits of recipients’ plans so much 

as provide initial contexts in which plans are conceived.55 Nor can recipient-

rights be justified by appeal to having created the wealth they receive: the 

wealth is received with no effort from the recipient. In fact, with each 

generation passing on received wealth, Technozickian recipients may be 

several generations distant from wealth-creation.  

The right to receive bequests is, then, open to challenge, and none of the 

examined justifications for ownership provide reasons why recipients’ rights 

over bequeathed goods should be as strong as those had by the bequeather 

(Waldron, 1988, pp. 260-61). There may be some incidents of property rights 

that require full transmission for bequests to be useful at all to recipients 

                                                 
54 Might it be argued that interfering with bequeathal interferes with plans made by a 
bequeather while they were alive? Such plans would be made on the expectation that 
they would be respected, and the potential bequeather could have used those goods 
for other purposes in vivo if they expected otherwise. This presupposes that they have 
such an expectation, which follows from them having that right. But this is precisely 
what is at question here. 
55 This is the case even if a recipient knows in advance of receipt, for instance if they 
know that they have been named in a person’s will. In such cases, they can plan in 
anticipation of the bequest. 
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(inherited cars without rights to drive them are inherently useless), but this 

does not rule out institutions like estate taxes.56 

In his later work Nozick acknowledged these difficulties. As generations pass, 

justifying bequest by bonds of affection loses plausibility and “[t]he resulting 

inequalities seem unfair” (Nozick, 1986, p. 30). This led him to propose a 

“simple subtraction rule” by which individuals may bequeath only the 

difference between their holdings’ final value and what had been bequeathed 

to them (pp. 30-31). This represents a significant deviation from ASU, with far-

reaching consequences for the entitlement theory, affecting every one of its 

components. The difference is large enough to mark it as a distinct theory, and 

so I set it aside.57,58  

                                                 
56 Thanks to Christian Barry for pointing out this distinction. 
57 Nozick suggests that the subtraction rule be implemented as a tax that values the 
originally received bequest against the end-life given bequest, adjusted for inflation 
(Nozick, 1986, pp. 30-31). In ASU, Nozick rejects not only the possibility but the 
principle of viewing the strength of ownership in terms of the “added value” that one 
brings to what one starts with (Nozick, 1974, p. 175). The rejection of the “added 
value” concept underpins his claim that acquisition gives full ownership rights over not 
only the improvement but the appropriated resources. The “simple subtraction rule” 
challenges this most fundamental point in his theory by not only accepting the 
principle of ownership only on improvements but also in offering a plausible 
mechanism to implementing it.  
58 Nozick’s proposal is the briefest of sketches of the idea. Many significant issues 
arise in making it more concrete. Are gifts to be treated like bequests? Could a 
potential bequeather circumvent the subtraction rule simply by giving away his wealth 
before death? What is to happen to the taxed amount? If this wealth is unowned, we 
face the complex issues relating to the proviso and divested goods that we saw in 
chapter 4. Many forms of wealth-enhancement can hardly be described as resulting 
from the efforts of the holder of the original wealth – e.g. capital gains which result 
from other people’s aggregate activities: in times when capital assets are appreciating 
quickly (as they are at present with house prices in many places) the resulting 
inheritances may contribute nearly as much to inequality as entirely unchecked 
inheritances. 
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INCOMES 

Nozick’s first argument, which we saw in chapter 2, justifies full rights over 

produced goods by appealing to the fact that people labour to produce those 

goods. The “total product is produced by individuals labouring” [italics added]; 

“individual activities” ground rights and delegitimise competing claims over 

those goods (Nozick, 1974, pp. 171-72); from which, his famous claim that 

“Taxation of earnings from labor is on a par with forced labor” (p. 169). This 

appeal to entitlement-by-labour is reiterated in Nozick’s “manna-from-heaven” 

model. Goods simply appearing from nowhere, like “manna from heaven”, 

might be distributed according to principles other than historical entitlement 

(pp. 198, 219). But in “the non-manna-from-heaven world … things have to be 

made or produced or transformed by people” [italics added] (p. 219), Are non-

entitlement-based principles, he asks, “the appropriate model for thinking 

about how the things people produce are to be distributed?” [italics added] (p. 

198). 

Here, Nozick appeals to that potent and most common intuition that people 

are entitled to what they create (Fried, 1995, p. 226; Simmons, 1992, p. 

223).59 We can understand this intuition in terms of people’s life-plans: people 

labour to produce goods for use or in order to exchange those goods (or 

resulting income) for other goods required by their life-plans. It might be 

thought that if the strength of rights were weakened when transferred to others 

(e.g. by taxing such transactions, thereby giving the recipient less than what 

                                                 
59 Barbara Fried attributes the durability of ASU not to the robustness of its arguments 
but because of its appeal to these widely shared intuitions about distribution (Fried, 
1995, p. 226). 
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was relinquished by the transferrer), then this might discourage trade or inhibit 

the benefits-capture of their activities, thereby compromising a person’s plans. 

There are two arguments against this: first, as we have seen, in positing public 

benefits, Nozick acknowledges that property rights do not necessarily capture 

all gains from a person’s activities, just an amount adequate to make their 

activity worthwhile; second, in real-life people frequently engage in mutually 

advantageous exchange, even when taxes dilute the value of goods. Clearly, 

individuals can beneficially pursue their plans through labour and exchange, 

even where rights are not transferred in full. 

In Technozickia, ex hypothesi, there are no labour incomes and, beyond 

limited decision-making by owners, entitlement-by-labour has little bearing.60 

But Nozick also wants us to accept that the same arguments apply to “interest, 

entrepreneurial profits, and so on” – capital incomes – with the same force 

(Nozick, 1974, p. 170). He thinks that his arguments against “forced labor” 

extend to capital incomes in an obvious enough way as to require no further 

defence (p. 170). However, this extension has considerably less intuitive 

appeal than entitlement-by-labour. We might accept that, because a person 

buys capital resources from saved labour incomes, they are fully entitled to 

those resources. But it does not follow that they are equally entitled to 

incomes generated by those resources – no plausible kind of “forced labour” 

follows from taxing capital incomes.61 This intuition is even stronger in the 

common case where capital owners neither create nor interact with the capital 

                                                 
60 Although see chapter 3 for points about the current state of automation in decision 
making. 
61 If capital resources were taxed directly, rather than capital incomes, we might feel 
differently about this: capital erosion by taxation might be viewed as indirectly taxing 
the labour used to originally purchase that capital. But this is not the case here. 
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resources. Full rights to these, then, require further justification, even in the 

normal case.62 

In Technozickia, the need for justification is even clearer. Goods produced in 

Technozickia (and the means of their production) are not precisely “manna 

from heaven” – after all, someone at some time did labour to bring their means 

about. But they are at least “manna-ish”: no one in this society did anything to 

bring them about; they are not produced by any living person’s labour nor do 

they result from any living person’s plans. There is certainly no question of 

objectionable forced labour since there is no labour at all. (There are difficult 

questions about whether owners’ actions with their automata constitute labour 

– whether, for instance, activities like share-trading constitute labour. In part, 

the answers hinge on whether these actions are themselves productive or just 

distributive, how we define and view rent-seeking, and so forth. But the actual 

productive capacities directed by owners are wholly created in the past).63 

That some people own capital resources and others do not follows from the 

choices of long-past people. In Technozickia, neither a person’s plans nor 

                                                 
62 What about the case where I plant a fruit tree which continues to bear fruit without 
any further effort on my behalf? Might I nevertheless be entitled to the fruit? (I owe this 
suggestion to Christian Barry). This is plausible, although it does not rule out the 
possibility that I may have an obligation to share the fruit with others. What, I believe, 
complicates our intuitions about capital incomes in the real world is that one person 
may own the capital while others labour on it to create its output. They are, 
presumably, paid wages, but these are the result of bargaining strength rather than a 
direct reflection of creative acts. Despite Nozick’s protestations about what workers 
are “entitled” to, many historical arguments about the division of productive incomes 
between worker and capitalist hinge on this distinction. 
63 Baumol distinguishes between “creative” and purely “distributional” entrepreneurial 
economic contributions with the latter covering activities that constitute “rent-seeking” 
(Baumol, 1990). We might expect our intuitions about entitlement to differ greatly 
between these. Adair Turner, following the economic crisis of 2008, draws on this 
distinction to classify financial and competitive promotional activities (activities we 
might reasonably expect to occupy a Technozickian owner) as largely distributive 
rather than productive (Turner, 2012, pp. 17-18). 
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their labour brings goods about, and these cannot provide the basis of full 

rights over these goods. Nozick asks us to believe that past people’s choices, 

transmitted through justice in transfer, adequately justify Technozickian 

owners’ strong rights to control those goods and exclude others from them. 

But an intuitive argument as to why this should be the case is wholly absent. 

THE LIMITS OF HISTORICAL JUSTICE 

In introducing the entitlement theory, Nozick claims that distributive justice is 

analogous to both truth-preserving logic and judicial procedure: it is like logic 

in that, like truth, justice is preserved by correct transitions from one state to 

the next (Nozick, 1974, p. 151); it is like judicial procedure in that facts about 

the past determine judgements about the present (p. 154). He intuits that it is 

“relevant in assessing the justice of a situation to consider not only the 

distribution it embodies, but also how that distribution came about” (p. 154). 

He then discards that intuition’s first half and presents a theory in which only 

how a distribution came about is relevant (Lyons, 1982, p. 360; Held, 1976, p. 

170; Scanlon, 1982, p. 109).  

Distributive justice is not like determining truth or guilt – it is about organising 

certain societal relationships. Justice conceived in purely historical terms 

cannot accomplish this task. Concern with what has happened is appropriate 

but this does not exhaust our intuitions about who should have what. We also 

care about what will happen: what a situation leads to; how it relates people to 

others; and whether the present distribution is one that can support, sustain, 

and be justifiable to people in an ongoing way. If our concern is with 

individuals as actual living ends, the brute fact that persons in the past made 
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choices, without any reference to present circumstances, seems insufficient 

justification. Such appeals to the past “have always been unpleasant ways of 

denying present aspirations or resisting current claims to need (Waldron, 

1992, p. 28). 

The above discussions about bequeathal and incomes suggest that we can 

think about the legitimacy of property rights by their proximity to certain 

legitimating acts. Intuition suggests that labouring creates strong rights – an 

intuition Nozick exploits throughout ASU - and ongoing labour might sustain or 

reinvigorate rights. Such acts may legitimate the property for the actor, but the 

strength of such rights may diminish when passively held over time, or when 

passed to others, hence my arguments that bequests and capital incomes 

may reduce justificatory force. In Technozickia, labour-acts justifying 

entitlements lie deep in the past, and given the importance of bequeathal we 

might expect the legitimacy of capital holdings overall to diminish over time.64 

This approach responds to present circumstances indirectly: weakened 

                                                 
64 Nozick has an interesting argument about the relevance of injustice over time that 
has some bearing here. Under the entitlement theory, injustice is transmitted as fully 
as fully as justice: holdings tainted by injustice remain tainted until rectified (Simmons, 
1992, p. 322). It is not clear how committed Nozick is to this, and ASU contains hints 
that he is not fully committed to a strict principle of rectification. For instance, he 
argues that if there is some injustice but some “hypothetical just history is ‘close’ to the 
actual history, whose injustices played no significant role in bringing about or 
maintaining the institutional structure, the actual structure will be as just as one can 
expect to get” (Nozick, 1974, p. 293). Likewise, the appeal to effects of the past 
“washing out”, which I presented as an argument for social mobility, also indicates that 
past injustices over time diminish (p. 158). When asked by Eric Mack whether, given 
limited knowledge about the past, “bygones should be treated as bygones”, Nozick 
responded that he “would like to have an account of the ‘half-lives’ of historical 
injustices” (Mack, 2014, pp. 48, 60n27). This suggests that injustice is not fully 
transmitted by the entitlement theory and that claims involving injustice may be 
sensitive to elapsed time. If this were the case, an interesting question arises as to 
whether the justice of a holding may also diminish over time. This is a difficult 
question, requiring an exploration of how far justice and injustice, and the events that 
originate each, are analogous. I cannot address that here, and so I leave it open. 
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historical property rights no longer “fill the space of rights” and crowd out 

present concerns. Other principles, more responsive to the specific 

Technozickian circumstances, may then fill that space. 

A second approach relates rights to circumstances more directly. We might 

think that property rights must be continuously justifiable under different 

circumstances; a holding that is justifiable in one set of circumstances may not 

be under another (pp. 21-24). Property rights in earlier eras, more like 

Nozick’s ideal, were justifiable because it was understood that the overall 

property system would benefit all. The circumstances in Technozickia are 

fundamentally different and this assumption no longer holds. This may call into 

question the legitimacy of present holdings which may be deemed illegitimate, 

or weaker, or held against stronger conditions. This argument has much in 

common with the that made for the Technozickian proviso (indeed, perhaps 

the proviso is the appropriate place to locate such concerns), and I will not 

repeat the details here. 
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6. EARLY-TECHNOZICKIA 

The preceding chapters have examined Nozick’s theory in circumstances 

where production is fully automated and employment opportunities do not 

exist. I now examine how that discussion relates to circumstances that are 

more familiar.  

Consider the following scenario: 

Early-Technozickia is Technozickia at an earlier age. Its level of 

automation is comparable to real-world 2017, as is its rate of 

technological progress. Automation is replacing human labour but 

there are still considerable employment opportunities. 

In this chapter, I argue that the proviso trap is possible in Early-Technozickia, 

if in an attenuated form. I then briefly examine some considerations required 

to generalise the previous chapters’ conclusions about the proviso and justice 

in transfer to Early-Technozickia’s circumstances.  

The remainder of the chapter employs Early-Technozickia to re-assess (and 

reject) the initial assumption that the entitlement theory can lead to a fully 

automated Technozickia. I argue that the structural importance of employment 

may inhibit automation, create unnecessary work, or lead to social instability. 

THE PROVISO TRAP 

The proviso trap occurs whenever there are individuals whose welfare falls 

below the proviso baseline. I have used full automation to indicate how this 

might happen. But the proviso trap is by no means limited to those 

circumstances. It can occur in a Nozickian society at any level of development 
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(at least once private property rights are instituted) where owners’ voluntary 

choices fail to create accessible public benefits - in particular, employment 

opportunities.  

One immediate worry is that in any society, some are unable to work. Nozick 

can argue that such people would not have been able to work in non-

propertied society. They are, therefore, no worse off, and unentitled to 

compensation. However, this claim must hold against the powerful intuition 

that we have duties to help those who cannot help themselves.  

Regardless, all developed market-based economies have involuntary 

unemployment, related not to personal ability but to the aggregate effects of 

producers’ and consumers’ individual choices. Nozickian society is no 

exception.65 At this point we might doubt whether Nozick’s second argument 

ever holds: the assumption that a person can always find paid employment is 

simply unrealistic (Held, 1976, p. 178). 

Early-Technozickia’s growing automation renders some skills valueless. The 

unemployed may lack the resources to “re-skill” and, since unskilled jobs are 

more vulnerable to automation, remaining jobs may require skills beyond the 

capabilities of displaced workers. Rising unemployment also creates greater 

competition for existing jobs, resulting in employment agreements more 

favourable to employers and less favourable to employees. Prospective 

employees with sufficient resources can agree to employment terms that 

                                                 
65 Many countries offset this with government programs, but in a Nozickian society 
such programs cannot be implemented through taxation or any other coercive means. 
They may come about through voluntary means, but it is difficult to see why owners 
would contribute to them. 
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those without cannot.66,67 These factors will pull some people into the proviso 

trap, and proviso compensation offers nothing by which they can keep up with 

the growing demands of employability. 

The proviso trap exists in Early-Technozickia, with the same effect as in 

Technozickia, even if it affects fewer people. More importantly, the number of 

people affected is growing, as employment becomes scarcer. 

THE PROVISO 

Before adapting chapter 4’s derived Technozickian proviso to Early-

Technozickia, we should first examine an alternative proviso. 

Since employment opportunities preserve access to society’s benefits 

(notwithstanding those unable to work), the proviso trap could be avoided by a 

proviso that requires owners to employ non-owners. This promotes Nozick’s 

employment-opportunities assumption to an explicit requirement.68 Nozick 

might object that forcing owners to employ others objectionably interferes with 

owners’ choices. But he cannot argue that this violates their rights since, if this 

were a proviso requirement, it would be a condition under which their rights 

                                                 
66 Contemporary examples of employment arrangements that those without resources 
may be unable to accept can be found in the rise of unpaid internships, zero-hour 
contracts, rising qualification requirements even for simple jobs, and other insecure 
forms of employment that only those without immediately pressing needs can 
entertain 
67 There is considerable debate about the relative importance of income inequality 
versus wealth inequality. My comments here indicate that these may be deeply 
connected: wealth inequality can be a directly contributing factor to income inequality. 
This makes looking at “end-states”, or “time-slices”, of distribution even more 
important, and draws further into question Nozick’s rejection of these as evaluative 
criteria. 
68 Some have interpreted Locke’s proviso as requiring employment opportunities. See 
Sreenivasan (1995, p. 54), for an example. 
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are held. Nevertheless, this represents a move towards the kind of 

government that Nozick is at pains to avoid.  

Nozick’s likely concerns aside, there are two additional worries. First, rising 

automation renders labour less necessary, and employment is likely to be 

increasingly unproductive, creating benefits for neither workers nor owners. 

Secondly, requiring people to work, especially when no one benefits, sounds a 

lot like “forced labour” and looks punitive rather than socially beneficial. These 

are good reasons to reject this proviso. What is troubling is that maintaining 

full employment, even with rising automation, is very much the approach 

currently being pursued in real-world politics – I return to this in the concluding 

section. 

Let’s return to chapter 4’s proviso derivation. The appropriate proviso for 

Technozickia, I argued, guarantees universal access to automated productive 

means or, at least, to its product. This is clearly too demanding for Early-

Technozickia. To adapt this to Early-Technozickia, it is helpful to think of the 

proviso as a principle of access: it compensates for inaccessibility brought 

about by ownership. Nozick’s proviso ensures access to pre-propertied society 

welfare levels, which I argued is anachronistic and morally uncompelling: the 

proviso should ensure access to a society’s current level of welfare. Where 

employment provides ample access, such a proviso has little work to do. 

Where employment is non-existent, as in Technozickia where technology 

ownership is the primary means of access to society’s benefits, the proviso 

should be very demanding. 
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Early-Technozickia lies between these extremes: employment still exists, but it 

is narrowing as a pathway to society’s benefits. The baseline that I believe 

applicable for Early-Technozickia should be lower than Technozickia’s simply 

because of its lower development level, but considerably higher than pre-

propertied society (and hence, also, Nozick’s proviso). The proviso must 

compensate for the diminishment of access to society’s benefits that comes 

from the reduced employment opportunities. As human labour becomes less 

necessary, employment opportunity itself becomes coloured by ownership 

patterns by which the better-endowed may more easily find employment. The 

growing need for training and higher skills can be compensated (in part) by 

providing job training and so forth, at least insofar as employment 

opportunities exist. As employment opportunities grow scarcer, the bargaining 

relationship between employer and capital owner increasingly favours the 

latter, reducing the scope for employment to provide access to society’s 

benefits. Compensation here may require goods that neutralise capital 

owners’ bargaining advantage. But ultimately, as employment opportunities 

evaporate, compensation must begin to take forms that do not relate to 

employment. At this point, the compensation requirement begins to look more 

like what I proposed for Technozickia, provided in goods and perhaps capital 

ownership. 

JUSTICE IN TRANSFER 

In Early-Technozickia, Technozickia’s two classes begin to emerge as 

employment opportunities diminish. Chapter 5 concluded that the legitimacy of 

property rights should be sensitive to present circumstances, and to proximity 

to legitimising acts. This holds in Early-Technozickia but here we are much 
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closer to these legitimising acts. I focus here on factors that may influence our 

intuitions about bequests and production incomes. 

In Technozickia, bequests violate dynamism and inclusivity by allowing one 

generation’s owners to determine who in subsequent generations will enjoy 

property’s benefits, giving Technozickia an objectionable aristocratic 

character. This also holds in Early-Technozickia, although to a lesser degree.  

As in Technozickia, recipient rights to bequests can be justified neither by their 

plans nor their labour. But the social effects of bequeathal may be less severe: 

employment, insofar as it is available, provides an alternative path to wealth; 

and in a rapidly changing technological landscape wealth can be gained (and 

lost) quickly. These factors may somewhat limit inter-generational effects. But 

bequeathal offends against dynamism in another way that is more visible in 

Early-Technozickia. As noted, job scarcity is likely to make employment an 

increasingly privileged option, accessible first to those with their own 

resources. This both stimulates and reinforces inter-generational effects. We 

might condone limited bequests, perhaps for wealth created by the 

bequeather. But the social consequences noted here weigh against any broad 

right to bequeath. 

Labour incomes are complicated by two competing facts in Early-

Technozickia. On the one hand, the strong intuition that labour legitimises 

ownership has more application than in Technozickia since many people do 

still work to create useful things for others. Against this, however, as 

employment itself becomes a privileged activity, we might begin to doubt the 

strength of labour’s ownership-legitimising power. 
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Our intuitions also pull in different directions for capital incomes. Individuals 

making genuine sacrifices to bring productive means into being may give 

capital ownership more legitimacy than in Technozickia. But there are three 

points against this. First, at least some of the expertise embedded in 

productive capacities comes from previous generations and full claims to the 

benefits of these are doubtful, just as in Technozickia. Second, the economic 

division of labour means that it is not necessarily capital owners who are 

innovators: they may simply be well-positioned to buy the benefits created by 

innovators.69 Third, as employment-scarcity weakens labour’s bargaining 

positions, capital owners can capture a greater share of production income.70 

These concerns may weaken how strongly we feel a capital owner is entitled 

to capital incomes.  

FROM EARLY-TECHNOZICKIA TO TECHNOZICKIA 

The above discussion is aimed at showing that the conclusions derived for 

Technozickia also apply in generalised forms to other Nozickian societies. For 

the remainder of this chapter, I want to examine the problems arising from 

employment’s indispensability to the entitlement theory from a different angle. 

I have assumed that there is an entitlement theory-compliant trajectory by 

which Early-Technozickia can evolve into fully-automated Technozickia. This 

is a logically possible outcome insofar as nothing in the entitlement theory 

                                                 
69 It is a truism of today’s corporation-based economy that innovations produced by 
those working in publicly-listed companies belong to the owners of the companies – 
the share-holders – and not to those making the innovations 
70 A recent Bloomberg article discusses how automation is already allowing capital to 
take a growing share of income from production (Smith, 2017) 
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prohibits it. However, there are compelling reasons to believe this outcome 

unlikely. 

In the early twentieth century, many thinkers were optimistic about technology 

reducing the need to labour. Bertrand Russell, in 1932, wrote that “[m]odern 

technique has made it possible to diminish enormously the amount of labour 

required to secure the necessaries of life for everyone” (Russell, 2005, p. 5). 

John Maynard Keynes, in 1930, predicted that technology would lead to 

humankind “solving its economic problem” – creating abundance from which 

everyone would benefit (Keynes, 1963, pp. 364-66). Productive gains would 

translate to reduced labour and, he predicted, within a century we would need 

to work only 15 hours per week (p. 369).71 By freeing us from the need to 

labour, automation would liberate us to pursue what we want to produce or 

otherwise do with our lives. These views tacitly assume that productivity gains 

would evolve in parallel with changes to how we understand entitlements over 

goods.  

Keynes’s prediction has patently failed to come true. Economic growth has 

closely tracked his predictions since 1930, but labour hours, while falling 

modestly until around 1980, have since remained static (Skidelsky & 

Skidelsky, 2012, pp. 19-23). What has happened? In the 1960s and 1970s, 

discussion about how to adapt to technological change were common, and 

ways to restructure distribution were actively sought (Livingston, 2016, pp. 13-

26). However, the period in which labour hours levelled coincided with 

                                                 
71 In fact, Keynes appears to have believed that the amount of work necessary to fulfil 
our material needs would be even less – the figure of 15 hours allows for the vestigial 
psychological demands of the “work ethic”, deeply embedded in cultural norms over 
millennia, which would take generations to fade (Keynes, 1963, pp. 366-69). 
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changes in political thinking. Free markets, deregulation, privatisation of 

government services, greatly lowered taxes, and weakened social safety net 

provisions contingent on claimants seeking employment became the norm 

(Srnicek & Williams, 2016, p. 101). Full-employment became the de-facto 

focus of government policy and “job-creation” remains one of the primary 

criteria by which modern governments are judged (Livingston, 2016, p. 32; 

Frayne, 2015, p. 16). In short, the political world moved towards both Nozick’s 

assumptions and conclusions, and the issue of how to adapt distribution to 

technological change faded from discourse. 

Both Nozick’s theory and real-world policy create a compelling reason to fear 

automation, arising not from technology per se, but from the way that 

technology compromises the structural relationship between employment and 

access to society’s benefits on which many depend: this fear is “forced quite 

genuinely upon us by the tight nexus between production and economic 

security” (Galbraith, 1998, p. 255). 

This fear might be allayed by stimulating employment in various ways. I 

rejected, above, a proviso requiring owners to employ non-owners. But 

perhaps, it might be argued, requiring this is too strong. Maybe technological 

disruption is a passing phase, or “adjustment”. The market, left to itself, will 

surely continue to create jobs just as it has in past periods of technological 

change. There are several reasons, however, to be sceptical about this view. 

First, automation has evolved as it has advanced. Where earlier technologies 

supplemented limited well-defined tasks, computerisation and robotics give 

automation a much broader scope, capable of replacing altogether much 
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wider categories of labour (Srnicek & Williams, 2016, pp. 89, 110).72 Not only 

would new jobs need to be created to counter this, but, increasingly, also new 

types of jobs. As technological generalisation continues, “job-creation” is likely 

to become an increasingly difficult and fruitless task. 

Second, maintaining both rising productivity and stable employment levels 

necessitates continuously raising consumption levels. This is a strange 

inversion of the logic of production: in Adam Smith’s time, productivity and 

employment needed to rise to meet everyone’s needs; now needs must rise to 

protect productivity and employment. We might worry with E. F. Schumacher 

that “the cultivation and expansion of needs is the antithesis of wisdom… 

freedom and peace” (Schumacher, 1993, p. 20). Protecting employment 

through endlessly rising consumption reflects poorly on our autonomy, making 

us more like those “immediate stimuli”-responders against which Nozick 

opposes rational beings (Nozick, 1974, p. 48).73 Ultimately, however, should 

automation become general enough, even unlimited consumerism cannot 

protect jobs. Furthermore, ecological constraints may impose strict limits on 

how far consumption (and hence production) can expand independently of 

whether production is automated (Livingston, 2016, p. 11). 

                                                 
72 Brynjolfsson and McAfee describe such technologies as general purpose 
technologies (or GPTs). Early examples include steam power, electricity, and 
combustion engines. Today the important GPT is computers (Brynjolfsson & McAfee, 
2011, pp. 20-22) 
73 A further concern is that much of modern consumption serves to compensate for the 
demands and trials of working. Our consumption often takes the form of distraction or 
recuperation from, or preparation for, labour (Skidelsky & Skidelsky, 2012, pp. 26-27; 
Frayne, 2015, p. 93). David Frayne concludes that “it becomes increasingly difficult to 
say how much of our time is truly our own” (Frayne, 2015, p. 93). 
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The futility of job-creation under rising automation raises a third concern. Jobs 

created to counter technological unemployment may be increasingly 

worthless. David Graeber argues that modern capitalism, by creating “bullshit 

jobs”, does just this: most genuinely productive jobs, he argues, are already 

automated, and replacement jobs have little productive value (Graeber, 2013). 

Graeber points to the growth of administrative and managerial jobs, the rise of 

ancillary industries providing services to workers too busy working to serve 

themselves, and to workers stretching limited work to fill their contracted 

hours.74 That free markets spontaneously produce such jobs is something of a 

mystery. In part, this expresses workers’ fears about unemployment and its 

consequences. It also reflects a principle-agent problem: modern business 

owners have limited abilities to monitor their employees.75 In part, it also 

results from a collective-action problem emerging from a contradiction in 

owners’ motivations: individually, they can improve their own positions by 

eliminating unproductive labour; collectively, they require consumers be 

employed so that they can purchase their products. 

A final concern is that rising unemployment might lead to declining wages, 

rendering people cheaper to employ than machines. This has two effects: one, 

workers receive very low incomes (with correspondingly limited life-plans) and 

                                                 
74 Scandinavia recently introduced labour policies that reduced working hours, and 
found that there was no fall in productivity. This supports the claim that many existent 
jobs involve such procrastination. 
75 Although, a further issue, too large to examine here at length, is the growing 
capacity of employers to use technology to monitor and control workers both in and 
outside of the workplace. This development raises serious issues about employer 
power. Elizabeth Anderson has recently discussed this at length (Anderson, 2017). 
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two, the development of potentially life-improving automation is inhibited. 

Neither of these effects seem desirable. 

Early-Technozickia faces these problems, just like real-world capitalism. They 

emerge, not from practical necessity, but from adherence to a rights-theory 

that grounds distribution in productive participation while proscribing 

alternative bases for distribution. 

We have, then, several trajectories for Early-Technozickia. It can attempt to 

forcibly create employment opportunities even as increasingly unproductive 

work irks labourers and employers alike.76 Or it can hope that jobs continue to 

emerge spontaneously, gambling that necessarily endless consumption will 

not bring ecological disaster or, when jobs fail to emerge, that collapsed 

consumer demand will not bring economic collapse. Or it might settle on an 

equilibrium of subsistence-wage work for most people, and an end to 

technological improvement. 

Perhaps, despite these difficulties, full automation will eliminate labour, and 

Technozickia, with its two classes, will emerge. But this seems unlikely. All 

these trajectories would likely give rise to significant dissatisfaction and, as 

Nozick himself points out, “people will not long accept a distribution they 

believe is unjust” (Nozick, 1974, p. 158). Can we doubt that, in a society where 

a few enjoy what is more than enough for all, these paths towards 

Technozickia will be seen by many as unjust? Can we expect people in such 

circumstances to respect owners’ rights? The resulting compliance problem 

                                                 
76 In Nozick’s terminology “forcing” includes taxing incomes, even to stimulate other 
parts of the economy. 
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would require the state to defend owners against dissatisfied citizens, even if 

this were costlier than wealth-redistribution itself (Held, 1976, p. 177). It would 

be ironic if the originally motivating libertarian suspicion of coercive 

government interference resulted in draconian state actions to preserve the 

Nozickian “utopia”. 

Perhaps Early-Technozickians will simply recognise that Nozickian justice is 

unjust, that this reason to fear automation is irrational, and renounce their 

Nozickian foundations. If the hopes expressed by those like Keynes and 

Russell are to be realised, Early-Technozickia (and our real world) must view 

unemployment not as deserved misery, or something to be punished, but as a 

desirable goal. And that requires a completely different foundation of 

distributive justice. 
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7. NOZICK’S FOUNDATIONS, REVISITED 

In Nozickian society, individuals’ ability to pursue life-plans is contingent on 

others’ choices – choices in the past, as transmitted through the entitlement 

theory’s operation, and in the present, in cooperation for mutual gain. Where 

these choices fail to create appropriate opportunities, as under automation, 

many individuals are unable to fulfil their potential as rational life-planning 

beings. These consequences should worry us. But, as I now argue, they 

should also worry Nozick. Here, I reassess the foundations of Nozick’s theory 

in the light of the foregoing discussion. I begin by arguing that the entitlement 

theory fails to respect individuals as ends, thus failing Nozick’s most explicit 

foundation. I reinforce this conclusion by employing the first formulation of 

Kant’s categorical imperative. I conclude by re-examining Nozick’s division of 

morality between rights and other moral obligations, arguing that his rights-

framework both fails to provide an adequate foundation for these other 

obligations, and does not reflect his most important motivating reasons for his 

theory. 

MEANS AND ENDS 

Nozick grounds rights in Kant’s second formulation of the categorical 

imperative: “[s]ide constraints upon action reflect the underlying Kantian 

principle that individuals are ends and not merely means” (Nozick, 1974, pp. 

30-31). These side-constraints apply not only to people but also to their 

property. How well does the entitlement theory embody this principle? 

Let’s start with means. In Technozickia, and potentially in any Nozickian 

society, some people may be subject to the proviso trap. Proviso 
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compensation is insufficient for non-owners to advance their own interests, 

and side-constraints prevent non-owners from using others’ property. There is 

a trivial sense in which non-owners are not used as means here: owners gain 

nothing from non-owners’ presence, and their absence would change little. But 

non-owners are required to respect the side-constraints protecting owners’ 

property, even if this means starvation. A case might be made that, in 

requiring non-owners to play this role in legitimising owners’ property at the 

expense of their own autonomy, they are, in this sense, treated as a means. 

More straightforward is whether the entitlement theory respects everyone as 

ends. Three reasons suggest that it does not: first, it privileges historical facts 

over living people’s claims; second, it ignores the material conditions 

necessary for individuals to develop life-planning capacities; and, third, it does 

not require individuals to conceive others’ ends as they do their own. Let’s 

look at these. 

First, we have the entitlement theory’s “historical” character. The proviso trap 

is determined by the way that both the proviso and justice in transfer impose 

facts about the past on living people and, in doing so, undermines their 

autonomy. The proviso, through its baseline, projects original appropriation’s 

circumstances onto living compensation recipients; justice in transfer 

determines, through past people’s choices, who among the living benefits and 

who does not from propertied society. Individuals can transcend these 

historical facts by providing benefits to others and thereby benefitting 

themselves. But for this to work, an extra-theoretical assumption that 

individuals have opportunities to benefit others is required – in particular, that 
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capital owners can benefit by employing others’ labour. Without this additional 

assumption, the entitlement theory can act on a person in a deterministically 

limiting way. 

Nozick’s admirable starting claim, that “there are distinct individuals” (Nozick, 

1974, p. 34), does not go far enough: there are distinct individuals, but they 

are “not just a member of a fixed or even mobile group, not just another in a 

long line of noble or ignoble ancestors… [P]ersons … are themselves, now, 

and not just the inheritors of the subordinate roles or economic resources of 

their places and races” (Held, 1976, pp. 190-91). By appealing to past facts to 

justify compromising some individual’s loss of autonomy, the entitlement 

theory does not respect those individuals as ends in themselves, but treats 

them as mere historical facts in a long chain of historical facts. No theory so 

preoccupied with the past can be taken seriously as one that treats living 

people as ends in themselves (Goldman, 1976, p. 824; Steiner, 1982, p. 382). 

Second, there is a relationship between resources and life-planning not 

captured by the entitlement theory. For Nozick, protecting a person’s plans 

simply means protecting their person and property as they are. But this is only 

half the issue. For planning to be possible, and for a person’s plans to be 

respected by protecting their property, they first must have property. Whether 

a given individual does have property is a contingent feature of the entitlement 

theory. In Technozickia this is shaped mostly by past people’s choices; in 

other societies, like Early-Technozickia, resource access is shaped by the 

combination of past people’s choices and the contingent preferences of 

others, like owners seeking labourers. 
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A person also needs resources to develop the capacity to form plans (which, I 

have argued, may be relative to their society). In Nozickian society, the 

development of a person’s capacities to plan is itself contingent. A theory that 

treats all people as ends must balance protecting a person’s property with 

others’ claims to develop and follow their rational capacities (Scanlon, 1982, 

pp. 121-22). It must ensure the necessary pre-conditions of life-planning, even 

if this limits others’ property rights (Scheffler, 1982, pp. 158-60; Simmons, 

1992, p. 326). The entitlement theory respects people as ends only insofar as 

it promotes duties of non-interference; but in failing to recognise and 

guarantee the necessary conditions for autonomy, it here too fails to treat 

people as ends (Goldman, 1976, p. 829).  

Third,  the Kantian formulation, if taken seriously, requires not only that we 

respect others’ ends but, to some degree, that we take others’ ends as our 

own – that we be willing to make sacrifices and accept positive duties to 

ensure the good of others (Simmons, 1992, pp. 325, 350-51; Goldman, 1976, 

p. 830). Nozick’s libertarian market-based theory embodies this only insofar as 

each must respect others’ person and property. Beyond this, it assumes that 

others’ ends are satisfied incidentally in pursuing our own. It emphasises 

ourselves as an end, but inadequately incorporates the reciprocal concern for 

others that the Kantian principle requires. 

UNIVERSALITY 

Nozick’s theory, then, inadequately embodies the second Kantian formulation. 

We can sharpen this conclusion by employing the first formulation of Kant’s 

categorical imperative which asks whether a principle or set of principles can 
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be made universal (Kant, 2012, p. 34[4:421]). Space precludes a full 

examination of the implications of this formulation for Nozick’s theory, but a 

brief discussion is warranted as to whether the theory is acceptable to 

everyone to whom it applies – whether it is universalisable.77  

I have emphasised two properties throughout my argument by which a 

reasonable person may reject or endorse a distributive system: inclusivity and 

dynamism. These make natural universality criteria: if the rules exclude some 

person, they would reject it; if the rules systematically work against a person, 

they, too, would reject it. The proviso trap violates both these properties, 

giving a clear reason why the entitlement theory is not universalisable: those 

in the trap would certainly reject principles denying them their most basic 

autonomy. The theory’s reliance on contingent facts to produce these 

properties makes its apparent universality accidental at best; this does not 

make the theory universalisable. Even those not in the trap may reject the 

theory: the stakes involved – the risk that they too may fall into the trap, along 

with their heirs – may inhibit their capacities to confidently pursue life-plans. 

Universality may limit permissible life-plans. The fact that a plan is someone’s 

plan is insufficient to justify respect for it. We can reject some plans for their 

content – if they violate another’s person, or involve significant control over 

                                                 
77 Jeremy Waldron takes this approach and concludes that the theory, and in 
particular, justice in acquisition with all of its consequences, cannot be rendered 
universalisable. He employs Rawls’s “original position” device not to derive principles 
but to reject them (Waldron, 1988, pp. 273-76). In the original position, people do not 
know (or at least, must not justify with respect to) their own contingent social situation. 
If they are to endorse a principle, they must do so even if they were to be in the worst 
position that can come from that principle’s application. Could someone in the original 
position fully endorse the entitlement theory, not knowing whether they would be one 
who benefits from past people’s choices, or if they would be in the proviso trap? 
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others’ circumstances, for instance. Universality requires that everyone can 

pursue their (reasonable) plans, and can develop the capacities to do so. 

Universality therefore requires that plans must be compossible – one person’s 

plans cannot preclude another’s. Non-compossible plans, such as amassing 

incredible wealth in the face of others’ poverty, may be impermissible.78 So too 

may plans that create or encourage privileged access to fundamental goods 

such as education or healthcare, for personal competitive advantage.79 The 

potential list is long, but it shows that the Kantian principle does not only 

generate side-constraint rights - it can also be brought to the defence of some 

end-state principles. 

RIGHTS AS MORAL FOUNDATIONS 

Nozick might respond to these criticisms by saying that what matters is not the 

rights people have but the choices they make with them. Their choices, while 

free, are, after all, constrained by morality. As we saw in chapter 1, he 

believes that rights do not exhaust morality. Rights protect our ability to 

choose, but we should choose in morally appropriate ways. Just because no 

person has a right to, say, healthcare or education does not mean that I am 

not morally obliged to provide these where I am able (even if I cannot be 

coerced into doing so).  

                                                 
78 This also gives us a far better reason than any that Nozick offers (or fails to) for 
rejecting ownership of “the last waterhole in the desert” and analogous situations. 
79 An interesting question is whether universality would require abstaining from 
automation in order to keep open employment opportunities. I gave some reasons 
against this view in chapter 6. But even if an argument of this sort could be made, it 
could be met by arguing that universality only requires that the benefits of automation 
be fairly shared. 
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There are two questions we can ask in response. First, does Nozick’s rights-

framework adequately support other moral requirements and, second, does 

the rights-framework actually reflect the most important moral requirements.  

To the first question, there are reasons to doubt that Nozick’s rights-structure 

does adequately support other moral requirements. I have argued, for 

instance, that the proviso trap’s threat to potential donors might inhibit 

charitability. Real-world evidence also suggests that states more committed to 

free-markets give considerably less (both from government and individuals) in 

foreign aid, and more often do so on terms benefitting the donor, than more 

egalitarian countries with institutionalised “end-state principles” (Chong & 

Gradstein, 2008; Tingley, 2010; Brech & Potrafke, 2014; Noël & Thérien, 

1995). Other moral obligations may be similarly inhibited, but given the likely 

importance of charity in Nozickian society, it is particularly concerning that its 

rights-foundation creates such significant disincentives.80 

The second question is straightforward. Rights represent the most 

fundamental moral concerns. They exist, presumably, because non-

compliance with their demands is morally intolerable: it should not be open to 

anyone to “choose” not to obey these maxims. We cannot assume that people 

will simply obey the right moral maxims – otherwise why have any rights? So 

                                                 
80 One general concern here follows from the fact that free-market economies tend to 
generate significant economic insecurity. Hogan et al. have measured a rise in 
punitive attitudes in the US paralleling growing economic insecurity, giving rise not 
only to resentment against criminals, but also to “resentment of immigrants, welfare 
recipients, and the ‘beneficiaries’ of affirmative action, among others” (Hogan, et al., 
2005, p. 393). Such an effect may exacerbate libertarian non-inclusivity by focusing its 
effects on already marginalised groups. It is at least plausible that this has been part 
of the root-cause of the rise in political populism in the Europe, the UK, and the US in 
recent years. 
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Nozick must (and does) accept that some moral claims are too important to 

leave to individual choice. The question is whether Nozick has identified the 

right rights. If a rights-structure’s importance lies in protecting individuals’ life-

planning capacities, as he claims, then the rights embodied in the entitlement 

theory are clearly inadequate: at minimum, as argued above, there must also 

be rights to protect the development of those capacities. Nozick’s motivating 

arguments, therefore, give us good reason to believe that his rights-framework 

is not the correct one. 

*** 

In previous chapters, I have argued that the entitlement theory offends against 

several common intuitions. Here, I have further argued that, since Nozick fails 

to reconcile his foundational Kantian principles with his theory’s outcomes, the 

entitlement theory also fails on Nozick’s own terms. 
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CONCLUSION 

I have argued that the entitlement theory’s plausibility and acceptability rests 

on contingent claims about how people would act in Nozickian society, in 

particular, that property owners would employ non-owners, thereby creating 

pathways for non-owners to come to own property. Where these contingent 

claims do not hold, the lives of many individuals are determined by the 

entitlement theory’s imposition of historical facts. 

To explore this, I posited a hypothetical Nozickian society – Technozickia – 

which has fully-automated production. This eliminates employment from the 

equation, allowing us to examine the entitlement theory when stripped of this 

contingent feature. I argued that Technozickian non-owners are eligible to 

receive proviso compensation, but that this provides inadequate resources to 

lift themselves above that situation – the “proviso trap”. Consequently, they 

are denied the possibility of pursuing life-plans. Through Technozickia, I 

explored the two major contributing factors to the proviso trap - the proviso 

and the principle of justice in transfer, arguing in each case against their 

reliance on past facts. I further argued that the “proviso trap” can exist in any 

Nozickian society. I concluded by arguing that, because the proviso trap 

denies to some the very capacities by which he justifies his theory, the 

entitlement theory fails on Nozick’s own terms. 

One question remains to be asked: why does this matter? To answer this, I 

describe current predictions relating to automation, and situate ASU in the 

current political context. 
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Current estimates predict that between 45% and 57% of all US jobs may be 

automated within the next two decades (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2017, p. 1). 

The Oxford Martin School predicts that 47% of US employment is at risk from 

automation in the next one to two decades (Frey & Osborne, 2013). The 

Harvard Business Review reports that the potential for employment-disruption 

by automation with existing technologies ranges between 40% and 55.7% in 

varying countries (US 45.8%, Australia 44.9%, Japan 55.7%) (Chui, et al., 

2017). While some economists argue that automation is having no negative 

impact on employment (Mishel & Bivens, 2017), evidence is growing to the 

contrary, and the former faith that lost jobs will be replaced is eroding (Elliott, 

2014). Most immediately, this impacts on routine manual jobs, and Acemoglu 

and Restrepo report a direct negative correlation between each robot added 

by industry and total employment and wages (Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2017, 

pp. 4, 33).81 But technological advances in “big data” and large-scale data 

search and manipulation, machine learning, artificial intelligence, machine 

dexterity, and machine vision also render non-routine, cognitively demanding 

jobs susceptible to automation, including medical diagnosis, legal and financial 

services, and even software development (Frey & Osborne, 2013). 

Automation’s negative effect on both employment and wages is accompanied 

by growing inequality, with automation’s gains increasingly accruing to capital 

owners (much as Technozickia anticipates) (Smialek, 2017). 

                                                 
81 They report that “one more robot per thousand workers reduces aggregate 
employment to population ratio by about 0.34 percentage points (or equivalently one 
new robot reducing employment by 5.6 workers as opposed to 6.2 workers without 
trade) and wages by about 0.5 percent (as opposed to 0.73 percent without trade)” 
(Acemoglu & Restrepo, 2017, p. 4). 
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Automation presents a real and immediate challenge, and this puts 

automation at the frontier of political philosophy. Given the historical necessity 

of labour, it is unsurprising that many theories of distributive justice link labour 

and ownership.82 But Nozick’s entitlement theory places these at its core. 

From what I have argued, and from automation’s expected effects, a modest 

conclusion is immediately available: we should not base our coming societies 

on the entitlement theory. But I believe a stronger answer is warranted. 

Chapter 6 argued that there were similarities between the entitlement theory 

and recent dominant political views on ownership and employment. Let’s 

make this more concrete. ASU was published in 1974, during the emergence 

of a pro-market, pro-private property, anti-welfare, and anti-egalitarian political 

movement, one that came to dominate politics from the late 1970s until the 

present. Some argue that Nozick was significantly influential in this movement 

(Plant, 2010, p. 48; Harvey, 2005, p. 64; Waldron, 1988, p. 134; Fried, 2005, 

p. 227). Some see him as providing a strategically important academic-

philosophical (and hence, respectable) defence for free-market thinking (Fried, 

2005, p. 226), or as a valuable compliment to the predominantly utilitarian 

defences of laissez faire (Plant, 2010, p. 96; Goldman, 1976, p. 823; Ryan, 

1982, p. 336).83 Others still see ASU as simply reflecting the emerging views 

of the time (Barry, 1975, pp. 331-336). This situates ASU in a broader context 

of a politics that continues to shape our world: while Nozick has found few 

                                                 
82 To give one prominent example, John Rawls’s A Theory of Justice talks about “the 
causes of wealth… as well as in the industriousness and cooperative talents of its 
members” (Rawls, 1999, p. 108) 
83 Although, as I have argued, Nozick’s theory draws significantly on those 
consequentialist defences to make his purportedly deontological theory plausible and 
acceptable. 
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followers among philosophers (Wolff, 1991, p. 1), perhaps, as Michael Walzer 

claims, Nozickians have won “in the real world of politics and economics” 

(2007, p. 308). 

We do not live in Nozickian societies. However, many of the entitlement 

theory’s core principles and premises – and those most relevant to the 

problem of Technozickia - find parallels in the dominant policy views of the last 

four decades, including opposition to taxes of all kinds, emphasis on strong 

and fully heritable property rights, distribution by market outcomes, and 

entitlement by labour. These similarities make this critique relevant not only to 

academic philosophy, but also to how we understand and address our real-

world challenges in the coming years. The problems raised by Technozickia 

are, to a remarkable degree, our own problems. If we are to successfully 

adapt to our future’s challenges, we must look beyond theories of rights that 

look only to our past. 
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